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ISIS: Magnavox's 600

stitutional System. It carries both
subscriber signals and institutional
services—all on one line.
Let's talk business.
It makes good sense to operate
two services on one coaxial cable.
ISIS lets you serve your subscribers
while opening new markets: all
local businesses interested in data
communications and local area
networks.
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And if businesses in your area
haven't been asking about LANs for
their data traffic, they may be soon.
It'll be apleasure.
Your subscribers will be
pleased with afull range of video
services. Your business customers
will enjoy access to new services,
wherever they're located within your
franchise area. And you'll reap the
benefits of operating two systems
while maintaining only one.
If you're building or rebuilding,

ISIS makes sense. For today and
tomorrow. Call your Magnavox
sales representative for more information. It'll be apleasure doing
business with you.

A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY
100 FAIRGROUNDS DR MANLIUS NY 13104
TOLL-FREE 800-448-5171 (IN NY 800-522-7464)

ox's new 600 MHz System
combines business with pleasure.
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COAXIAL CABLES

Unlike most technological advances,
MC 2reduces costs significantly, in avariety
of ways.
The unique air dielectric—with 93%
velocity of propagation—makes it possible
to use MC' in one size smaller than you
normally would with foamed cables. The
advantage, is the accommodation of more
cables per duct in an urban system.
The lower attenuation and stronger

signal also allow you to use about 20% fewer
amplifiers.
MC 2also provides relief from "suck
out"—the air dielectric and the 100%
bonded construction permits the inner and
outer conductors to expand and contract at
virtually the same rate. This provides you
with quicker and simpler installations and
maintenance.
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About the cover
Media General Cable in
Fairfax County, Va., is a
dual-headend, dual-cable
system with 11 AML receive
sites. A total of 128 HPAs
power the AML links, and
the two headends contain
about 700 active devices.
Here is one of the arrays.

Scientific
Atlanta

8525

530

THE BASIS OFHIGHEIR PROFIT
SCIENTIFIC-ATLANTAS
BASIC SET-TOP TERMINALS
ARE DESIGNED WITH YOUR
PROFITABILITY IN MIND.
For high marks in profitability.
Scientific-Atlanta presents the 8525,
8530 and 6780.The result of continuing research and development, these
set-top terminals are your strategy
for maximum revenues from all of
your subscribers because now you
can give each achoice: an innovative
remote control terminal, ahighly
secure pay terminal, or an economical 36-channel model.
INTRODUCING THE NEW 8525.
For subscriber convenience and operator profitability, the new 8525 is in a
class by itself. It goes into the field
faster than ever before. The 8525's
unique nonvolatile memory comes
out of the shipping container fully programmed, with all channels authorized and remote control enabled.
Revenue-enhancing extras are
programmed instantly through the

8525's infared remote control receiver.
You can add abarker channel and
subscriber-defineable parental control or change channel authorizations in one or amultitude of set-tops,
all without burning PROMs or opening asingle unit!
THE VALUE-PACKED 8530.
For your pay subscribers, the 8530
provides excellent security with, by
far, the most features at acompetitive price. It works not only with our
highly secure Dynamic Switched Sync
Suppression Scrambling, but also
with most other popular scrambling
methods.
Additional features like electronic
parental control, flexible channel
mapping, barker channel, and remote
control enable/disable put the 8530
at the top of its class.
THE DEPENDABLE 6780.
For those subscribers who want
simplicity and reliable service there's
the Scientific-Atlanta Model 6780, our
rugged mechanical set-top. It tunes
Reader Service Number 3

36 channels and comes with our new
low price that gives you the quality
of aScientific-Atlanta converter at a
price you never believed possible.
LONGER WARRANTIES.
Our warranties have always led the
industry. And now we've extended
the parts and service warranty on our
models 8520, 8525, 8526, 8530. 8550
and 8555 set-top terminals to three
years from ship date. Plus, we're so
confident in our products that we'll
back up our warranty with stringent
reliability guarantees on both an "outof-box" and annual basis. (Further
details are available upon request).
IT ALL ADDS UP TO
GREATER PROFIT.
The Scientific-Atlanta family of converters expands your marketing mix
for more satisfied customers and
maximum profit margins. For more
information, call 1-800-722-2009.
When you get down to basics, no
one's done their homework like
Scientific-Atlanta.

spotlight

Henry Arbeiter:
passing of a
cable pioneer
Henry Arbeiter, Jerrold's first employee, died in acar accident in Bucks
County, Pa., February 21, 1986. Arbeiter, 64, was apioneer of the cable industry, an original member of a team
that helped shape and mold cable's beginning. He's also remembered as an
expert in manufacturing, a tinkerer
with agenuine talent for spotting and
fixing equipment problems. His legacy
is still to be found in the fittings and
test equipment used by the industry
today. Highly respected by his peers,
Arbeiter's real gift—so much in demand by today's manufacturers—was
process control. Getting a prototype
ready is one thing, mass producing it is
quite another.
"It actually was abeautiful team,"
says Ken Simons, long time friend and
colleague of Arbeiter's. "We had four
people on that team—Milt Shapp, Don
Kirk, Henry Arbeiter and myself. Milt
Shapp, the founder of Jerrold, was behind the three of us. Shapp was very
forceful; he wanted to succeed. Kirk
was the idea man; he dreamed up about
90 percent of what was done. Iturned
agood bit of it into things that would
work, and Arbeiter made it happen. He
put the fine touches on what the rest of
us did."
The team started in 1948 in abasement on North Fifth Street in Philadel6 Communications Engineering and Design April 1986

that time, fittings were fragile, hard to
phia. The original product (and the fiput together. Arbeiter headed up the
nancial beginning of Jerrold) was an
business—he was the moving force in
amplifier booster, designed to put
more gain in front of the receiver. The
the design of new fittings."
city's reception area for television was
"As Jerrold grew, Arbeiter held the
at best 25-30 miles, and Kirk felt a whole organization together; he was
the center of everything that went on
booster could be designed to reduce
the poor reception. He worked out a inside our plant—the glue of the engineering department," says Shapp.
design for the booster and, at this
But Arbeiter's pride and joy was
point, Arbeiter took over.
test equipment. He did the production
"There's a big difference between
design, as well as overseeing the actual
production and design," says Shapp.
"Anybody can make one product easproduction of such products as the 704
ily. To make 1,000 of the same product
field strength meter, the 900 sweep,
the FD30, the 601 sweep, the 1015
is the difficult job. Arbeiter's job was
video sweep, the ATV attenuators, the
to make the product into a reproducTC-2 and TC-3 "flicker dickers," the
ible form—something that was stable
fixed and variable bridges with their
and in a form that could pass field
terminations, the LA-5100 Log-Amp,
tests. And it also had to be maintained
the SS300 sweep and the 727 field
easily by the customer. That was
strength meter. He was also there for
something Arbeiter insisted on."
many of the cable products such as the
At the time Arbeiter was hired, he
first CL strips, the W strips, the JR
was working as an instructor with the
amplifier, the ADOs, the 213, the
Technical Training Institute in PhilaUBC26, taps, pressure taps, direcdelphia.
tional couplers, traps, the Low-Low
After the booster sales, Jerrold beand the High-Low converters and the
gan concentrating on the master anALC unit.
tenna television business. "There were
"He had avision," says Shapp. "He
a lot of apartments and hotels with
could look at equipment and tell at a
clusters of antennas on their roofs,"
glance what could go wrong. He had a
says Shapp. "We decided to build
sixth sense that made equipment work
MATV systems and started work on
as well in the field as it did in the test
it. We were well ahead technically of
lab."
everybody. While people in big compa"Arbeiter always wanted to work
nies were talking about what to do, we,
with his hands; he didn't want to do
in our small company, were out doing
anything else," says Simons. "He reit."
ceived very little recognition from any"Arbeiter had absolutely superb exbody except his peers. He was highly
pertise," says Simons. "I clearly rerespected and loved by everybody—
member the first instrument Itook to
one of those genuine people. If you
him. It was called the 704 field
strength meter, and to say it was a worked with him, you'd realize he had
the kind of stuff that makes corporamess is flattery. It was built of roofing
tions go."
copper, ashiny copper and very bendaIn 1962, Jerrold made the decision to
ble, so the thing was full of dents and
quit manufacturing test equipment.
bulges. Ihad a storage battery hung
By that time, Shapp had sold his share
from it by astrap. Arbeiter took that
of Jerrold to General Instrument, and
and turned it into aworkhorse—a piece
he later became governor of Pennsylof equipment that is still being used
vania. "Test equipment was Arbeiter's
throughout America for testing cable
life, as it was mine, for about 10
level. That's the kind of thing Arbeiter
years," says Simons. "When they
did, and he did it better than anyone
dumped it, they lost both of us emoelse."
tionally. Idon't think I ever had as
Kirk agrees with Simons. "Arbeiter
much interest in the corporation after
had a feel for what would work," he
that. Iknow Arbeiter didn't. But he
says. "Simons was the electrical father
was free to work and he did. He was a
of the sweep generator, but Arbeiter
was amajor contributor. He worked on
happy man; he knew who he was and
it for years. Arbeiter also was instruwhat he could do."
—Kathy Berlin
mental in developing cable fittings. At

HOW TO
TAKE THE
RECALL OUT
OF THE INSTAL
Belden's drop cable with DUOBOND PLUSTM shield helps you
prevent costly call-backs. It's also the most shield-effective drop
cable in the CATV industry.
Easier termination for maximum shielding integrity.
The DUOBOND PLUS shield
features afoil/braid/foil construction with ashorting fold in
the outermost foil which provides superior shielding effectiveness to typical 4-layer shield
constructions. The transfer impedance graph demonstrates
this effectiveness.
The added benefit is easier termination. This means less
chance for error, resulting in
greater shielding integrity and
reliability. It also means fewer

Belden's unique shield protection.

call-backs, lower operating
expenses and more satisfied
subscribers.
Cables with the DUOBOND
PLUS shield require only half
the steps for termination than
4-shield cables. Because it's
less bulky, more flexible and its
outer foil is bonded to the jacket,
stripping and connectorizing are
much simpler tasks. You can
minimize your connector inventory to one size connector and
one crimp tool.
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Duobond Plus shield
with shorting told

Solid copper covered
steel conductor

Duobond Il'"

cellular
polyethylene core

The inner foil of the DUOBOND Drop cables with the DUOPLUS shield is bonded directly BOND PLUS shield are availto the core. Foil pushback and
able in RG59, RG6 and RG11
signal leakage problems are
constructions—messengered,
eliminated. Protection from
non-messengered, dual and
shielding degradation is elimiflooded versions. All cables are
nated during installation—where 100% sweep tested from 5to
most shielding problems occur. 450 MHz with aminimum return
loss of 23db for RG59 and 26db
The unique
for RG6.
shorting fold
in the outer
foil of the
DUOBOND
PLUS shield
provides
Belden's exclusive
metal-toshorting fold
metal contact
for improved isolation. Traditional overlapping foils fail to
reduce slot radiation as
effectively.

When it comes to shielding
effectiveness and ease of termination, there is no equal to
Belden in the CATV industry.
Take the recall out of your
install. Call Belden today for
more information and afree
CATV catalog. Belden Electronic Wire and Cable, P.O. Box
1980, Richmond, IN 47375.
Phone: 1-800-BELDEN-4
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my turn

Off-premises:
a requiem
Conventional on-premises, set-top converters cost too much. They are subject to damage by careless smokers.
Spilled coffee does them no particular
good. Technical performance and reliability have improved markedly in recent years, but converters still represent something like athird of all customer trouble calls.
Four or five years ago, C-COR
started the ball rolling toward placing
the converter out in the alley, outside
the house. Not only did this get the
box out where we could watch it, repair

By Archer S. Taylor, Senior Vice
President, Engineering, MalarkeyTaylor Associates Inc.

it and recover it without access to the
house, but we could protect our premium channels without scrambling the
picture; i.e., deliberately degrading it.
Times Fiber followed shortly with its
Mini-Hub, a great idea. Texscan has
provided its TRACS to more subscribers than either C-COR or Times Fiber.
ATC and Toshiba worked to develop
their own idea. Jerrold produced at
least abrochure and aprototype.
Even before C-COR, the British Redifussion Co. had used a "switched
system" from the earliest days of television and unsuccessfully promoted its
"Dial-A-Program" with an installation
at Dennisport on Cape Code. Ameco
developed the Discade, which came
pretty close to being a solid state
Dial-A-Program, and installed it at
Daly City near San Francisco. Siemens, at The Hague, Holland, and
other European firms developed what
they called Mini-star systems. Even
the British Parliament actually wrote

The Verdict
Cable Prep® is number 1
in Stripping
Coring
Tools

ade of high technology poly
for greater impact strength
•One piece-two function blade
•Stop Clamp for adjusting center
conductor protrusion
•Color coded for sizes 375-875
•Operated manually or with a
variable speed drill
•One year full warranty
•Light Weight
•Competively Priced
•Faster than competition
For more information
contact your distributor.

BEN HUGHES
COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS CO.

304 BOSTON POST ROAD, P.O. BOX AS,
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475
(203) 388-3559

Cable Prep Stripping/Coring Tools
Reader Service Number 5
the performance you need today and the dependability you need tomorrow.
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the "switched star" into law.
All of the off-premises and switched
star systems delivered programs to
subscribers one at a time, using lowfrequency, narrow-band drop cables.
Rediffusion even used aspecially engineered pair of twisted pairs called
"Qwist." To simplify the system, Toshiba and Sanyo succeeded in pursuading FCC to approve aone- or two-channel TV display device to be used with
any of these off-premises or switched
systems, as well as aVCR, PC or electronic game.
The idea had lots of merit. What
happened?
The hostile outdoor environment
was one problem. However, this seems
to be solvable and already is well on
the way to solution.
The extra outlets could not be provided so freely and with as much flexibility as the customer seemed to want.
This was areal problem but might not
have been fatal if good multiplexing
designs had been forthcoming sooner.
Off-premises converters without descrambling could not be used in asystem with scrambled premium channels, and the cost of off-premises descrambling would be a murderous
addition to the cost of the off-premises
converter and its on-premises control
unit.
The cost of the switched systems
and off-premises systems was much
too high to be offset by the few advantages. This, combined with other problems, was a major cause of the moribund state of off-premises converters
and switched stars.
But of all its afflictions, the coup de
grace has to be recognized as the understandable determination of the TV
receiver industry not to become amere
provider of "display devices" while
others provided the channel selection,
remote control, favorite channels,
memory, decoding and other goodies
now on the marketplace.
But all is not lost. Through the joint
efforts of the NCTA and the EIA, a
baseband (audio/video) interface standard connector has been developed.
This proposed interim standard,
known as IS-15, will take the converter
off our backs and enable us to get on
with the job we do best: delivering a
wide range of TV programs to the public at the lowest possible cost.

What's The One Standby Power Source That's Efficient, Modular And Easy to Maintain?

ectro Power!

Like every great idea, it's remarkably
simple. Lectro Sentry II has the fewest
components of any comparable standby
power unit-so it's no surprise that Sentry II consistently delivers the longest mean time between
failures That's reliability.
Sentry 11 simplicity also means that maintenance takes only minutes, Because Sentry II is the only
standby power source with modular plug-in design, the
only service tool you need is akey to open the cabinet,
then slide one module out and simply plug anew module in. So it not only reduces service costs, but helps to
ensure customer satisfaction and subscriber retention.
No wonder more cable systems use Lectro
for standby power than any other source. It pays off on
the power line. And it pays off on your bottom line. Call
Lectro at (404) 543-1904, or toll free (800) 551-3790.
•
-•
Now in stock at all Anixter clistribution centers.
-'

1111111111111111111
III•

LECTRO

ABurnup &Sims Cable Products Group Company
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in perspective

wire. Coax would be used for video and
audio, while twisted pair would suffice
for power and telemetry.
At present, the Home Bus technical
telephone channels, one ISDN channel,
It's tough enough to ride the whipsaw
one analog and one digital audio chan- steering committee, chaired by Judson
consumer electronics market without
nel. The Home Bus group now says a Hofmann of the Matsushita Technolbeing thrown, harder still to stay in the
few extra video channels could be ogy Center, is working to define overall
saddle when you've also got your spurs
system architecture, including the caadded by dropping audio or ISDN
in CATV. But hold on to your hat. The
channels. But it isn't clear whether ble bundle, addressing and command
bucking looks to get worse as two
CATV or antenna signals are seen as language. The power line subcommithome wiring efforts move closer to
tee is testing hardware and looking for
being carried on any of the Home Bus
completion. The Electronic Industries
coding and modulation techniques.
video channels in any case. One
Association has aConsumer Electronics Bus ("Home Bus") committee looksuggestion so far is to give the CATV The wired bus subcommittee is working on channelization, minimum capaindustry its own cable in the bundle.
ing at standards for aunified cabling/
That still leaves open the question of bilities and consumer friendliness. The
wiring scheme for power, telephone,
single room bus group is testing how
exactly how much bandwidth is on the
audio, video, home security and telemsingle cable. Nor does the suggestion the unified remote system can coexist
etry in the home. And the National
Association of Home Builders has a address dual cable systems, for exam- with systems presently on the market.
The Smart House Project, now supple.
"Smart House" project running that
ported by vendors like General ElecIt's also been suggested that CATV
seeks to redesign the residential electric, Honeywell, Whirlpool, du Pont,
signals might be decoded at some centrical system, tying together all power
tral point and relayed through one of AT&T, Apple Computer, Edison Elecand signaling cables to produce asinthe Home Bus video channels. That, of tric and the American Gas Associagle communications and appliance contion, is less astandards-setting effort
course, leaves the second set and tape
trol system in the home.
What these efforts will produce is a recording issues unsolved. And some like the EIA's, and more aproduct deobservers speculate that maybe the velopment group. It represents nothhome pre-wired for video in every
ing less than atotal redesign of the resHome Bus would only carry VCR and
room. So the big question at the moidential electrical system. And unlike
ment is how existing cable systems off-the-air signals, in addition to secuthe EIA's focus on standards for wirrity cameras.
will interface with the new customer
ing and cabling, Smart House designpremises wiring scheme. Some possible
ers want communications-capable apEIA and Home Bus goals
winners: Companies in favor of an open
pliances and controllers. In short,
systems architecture for CATV. Comhome appliances that not only can be
In essence, the EIA seeks to reduce
panies prepared to serve as engineerthe cost and complexity of wiring a activated remotely, but also are capaing contractors for the wiring/cabling
ble of status monitoring and process
home, while simultaneously reducing
of Smart House-compatible dwellings.
control.
the need for multiple remote controls
Some losers: companies charging for
Another Smart House goal is safety.
in asingle room. From the beginning,
second set attachments.
Should achild put his or her finger into
the Home Bus effort has emphasized
Although no decisions have been
apower outlet, all current will stop in
simplicity and low cost; multiple media
made on the video distribution sysmilliseconds. Likewise, should an aprather than a single cable; consumer
tems in either Home Bus or Smart
pliance fail, the status monitoring sysease of use and communication with
House projects, some ramifications altem will cut power immediately, preexisting outside networks like the teleready are clear. Operators may well
venting electrical fires. Like the Home
phone and CATV systems. The
find in-home-generated video signals
Bus project, Smart House also seeks
group's objective is common interface
being added to the spectrum delivered
dwelling-wide distribution of video,
standards: protocols that allow diverse
from the headend. That may require
audio and data signals. In common
devices to share the bus without interthat certain channels be band-stopped.
with Home Bus, the Smart House will
ference.
And each Smart House-equipped
emphasize a unified remote control
To date, three sub-groups have been
home will have aheadend of some kind.
system for in-home devices.
at work. The power line bus committee
At aminimum, this may take the form
Although the goals of the two
of insertion of in-home video. In amore wants asystem to put adata stream
groups often seem duplicative at first
on the power line for appliance control.
complicated form, descrambling and
glance, EIA really is limiting itself to
frequency conversion may be neces- The single room bus group seeks aunitechnical standards. Smart House, on
fied remote control system, including
sary.
the other hand, wants to see products
As the EIA currently sees it, the ca- both one-way infrared and wireless
developed and put on the market by
two-way communication between debling bundle found in each Home Busthe mid-1988 time frame. Home Bus is
equipped dwelling would reserve space vices in asingle room. Remote access
a non-profit venture; Smart House
to the power line and the separately
for three channels of video at the lowclearly isn't. Member companies in
est service level. In addition to these wired bus is necessary as well. The
Smart House will have exclusive liwired bus currently is seen as includthree channels, space also is reserved
censes for the technology for three
for avoice quality audio channel, two ing both coaxial cable and twisted pair

A new twist for in-home wiring
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Two
Reliable
Systems
Nothing is more reliable than
the predictable path of the
solar system.
And nothing is more reliable
than your LAN system using
these GENERAL INSTRUMENT
components.

X-Series LAN Amplifier—
the only mainstation that
offers fully redundant two-way
communication, as well as plug-in
status monitoring in one amplifier.
Redundant power packs assure
continuous operation.
Status Monitoring System—
continually tests every active LAN
component from the headend. It
provides instant reports on how
the system is functioning and
offers the capability to make
changes in the system remotely.
Transverter Redundancy
Switch—continuously tests the
primary and back-up transverters.
It instantly switches to the backup, when needed, allowing
continued data flow at all times.

Standby Power—the SPS-RS
redundancy switch offers
automatic switchover to aback-up
system power supply.
Whether upgrading or
developing anew LAN system,
trust these General Instrument
products to maximize your
system's reliability.
For complete information on
our expanding line of modem,
distribution, and headend
products for broadband local area
networks, ask for our new LAN
catalog.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT
Local Area Networks
2200 Byberry Road
Hatboro, Pa 19040
(215) 674-4800
Reader Service Number 7

IN PERSPECTIVE

The pre-wired home is
coming. Perhaps sooner than
some would have
anticipated.
system has agood chance of commercial success. And the EIA's parallel
work simply reinforces the likelihood.
The pre-wired home is coming. Perhaps sooner than some would have anticipated. It presents some challenges,
will require some adjustments in how
CATV operators think about their
business and possibly could represent
anew revenue stream. In essence, we
are seeing acontinuing evolution of the
cable TV business toward amore open
architecture, paralleling changes in the
telephone industry and reflecting the
same developments in the data communications world.
At one time, it was illegal for subscribers to attach any device not manufactured or owned by the Bell system
to their in-home phone jacks. That
changed with the Carterphone decision. Since then, deregulation has
changed the customer premises wiring
situation as well, clearly positioning
telephone companies as transport

years. After that time Smart House
will sell the technology to them outright.
Smart House support
Initially at least, Smart House-compatibility will be sought for new "single-family" homes rather than multiple-dwelling units. The system will be
heavily pushed by the NAHB, whose
130,000 or so builders represent some
85 percent of all new residential construction in the United States. NAHB
also seems to have gotten recognition
of the wiring and power distribution
scheme by the National Electric Code,
and plans to train several thousand
builders and electrical subcontractors
just prior to device commercialization
in 1987, says Hank Levine, Smart
House director of marketing. Given
the project's support by real estate,
utility, telephone and home electronics
companies, it is prudent to assume the

providers whose responsibility for
equipment and pathways ends at the
port leading into the home. And the
same trend toward openness is evident
in the data world, where groups like
the Corporation for Open Systems are
pushing for international standardization of data communications protocols.
The pre-wired house is simply an extension of this move toward open architecture and customer ownership of
in-home electronics and communication devices. The EIA's new IS-15 proposal for abaseband TV receiver interface to cable decoders fits right in with
this trend. So while you're holding on
to your hat, make sure you've got a
good grip on the reins. Otherwise, you
could get thrown for abad fall.

PERFORMANCE
PLUS PRICE!
You can afford the best! Control
Technology's standby power systems are
the most dependable you can buy.
Backed by our special 5 year warranty.
We're so confident that our standby
power designs will out-perform the
competitions', we offer a no-strings free
trial program.
Along with performance and price, you'll
receive the best customer service and
technical support in the industry. So for
power you can trust at a price you can
afford -our standby systems are the ones
you can depend on.
Remember, we guarantee it!
Call us toll-free and we'll tell

you more

1-800-527-1263
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from Channel Master®.
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• F.C.C. Application Help
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• Feasibility Study

NO CHARGE

Channel Master® makes CARS-band microwave
technology affordable AND SIMPLE for systems of any
size. Micro-BeamTM specialists offer more customer
services at no charge than anyone in the business.

The Puzzle: How to generate more revenue while
minimizing capital expenditures, and still ensure

Compare Micro-Beam": the SIMPLE choice in

subscriber satisfaction.
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Antenna preamplifier
design
.1

.his article presents the results of a
study conducted as part of a
preamplifier design project. It was
considered important that the preamplifier designed be the best combination of performance to suit system operator requirements. These results also
will aid the system operator in choosing asuitable preamplifier.
The emphasis was placed on system
considerations—that is, how the performance of the preamplifier affects
the overall performance of the system.
Antenna preamplifiers are used to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio of

It is acommon
misconception that a
receiving antenna
generates anoise level of
-59 dBmV. Not so. The
precise amount of noise
depends on the pattern of
the antenna and the
direction in which the
antenna is pointed. For
low band channels, the
noise figure of the
preamplifier is relatively
unimportant. Not so for
the high band.

By Frank Pennypacker, Director of
Satellite Engineering, Cincinnati
Microwave Inc., and Emanuele
DiLecce, Director of Engineering,
Scarboro Cable Communications
Reprinted with permission from the
1974 NCTA Technical Papers.

weak signals. It is hoped that an overall improvement in signal-to-noise ratio will result for the entire system.
The antenna preamplifiers can be characterized numerically by certain measurable parameters. These are: noise
figure, overload capability, gain and
match. Not as easily measured is reliability.
The characteristics of the preamplifier are not the only factors affecting a
particular system performance parameter. The signal-to-noise ratio of the
system is affected by noise received by
the antenna plus the noise figure of the
headend processor, and the noise figures and number of distribution amplifiers. Beat products and cross modulation can be generated by the antenna
preamplifier and also any other active
device of the cable system. For the purpose of our investigation, we have assumed values that we consider typical
of the rest of the system.

Cable Classics
FIGURE
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The availability today of so many satellite-delivered signals sometimes
causes us to forget that reception of
UHF and VHF broadcast television
signals still is avital function of most
cable headends. In many cases signals
still are received from distant transmitters, and antenna preamplifiers are
used to improve the (otherwise poor)
signal-to-noise ratio of weak signals.
Do you know that it is a common
misconception that a receiving antenna generates a noise level of -59
dBmV? Did you know that cosmic
noise is asignificant factor in estimating the noise performance for reception
of distant low-band channel signals?
Do you know how to select apreamplifier with optimum gain and noise figure for agiven situation? What about
the trade-off between noise figure and
overload performance?
This paper by Frank Pennypacker
and Emanuele DiLecce helped lay the
groundwork for much that we now
take for granted in the design and application of this important system
component.
Graham Stubbs
Vice President
Science & Technology
Oak Communications Inc.
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together on multiple machines. You
are not limited to 1or 2minute blocks
of time. •V.I. switching. •System
capacity is over 10.000 commercials
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audio compression units. •Multi-user
capability. Up to 3 terminals can be
added to the system. •Simple to use
editing system with continuous prompting for inserting the required codes for
each spot. •Complete open avail listings for each program source. •Variable window for cue tones. •Stereo
Audio.
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Call, write or telex for more informa leon on the Comsert 1000, or request
ourfree catalog today. Whether it be
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production studios, explore Di-Tech's
high quality, reliable, easy-to-operate
answer, to your present and future
needs!
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Noise is generated in
any resistive device because
of the random motions of the
electrons caused by the heat
contained in the device.
Thermal noise
FIGURE 2

Cosmic noise during a one-day period
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Before we launch into adetailed discussion of antennas, preamplifiers and
noise figures, let us talk about thermal
noise. Noise is generated in any resistive device because of the random motions of the electrons caused by the
heat contained in the device. This noise
power is proportional to the temperature in absolute degrees, the resistance
and the bandwidth. It is a common
misconception that a receiving antenna generates a noise level of -59
dBmV. This corresponds to the noise
that would be generated by a75 ohm
resistor at room temperature. In the
case of the antenna, the noise developed
across its terminals is not being generated by the antenna but, rather, is a
transformation of the electromagnetic
fields received by that antenna. The
antenna is composed of metallic elements with extremely low resistance
and insulators with extremely low conductance.The impedance of the antenna is not associated with the actual
elements of the antenna but, rather,
with the space to which the antenna is
coupled by the electromagnetic fields.
The noise received by an antenna is
composed of acertain amount of radiation generated by the earth, which is at
approximately room temperature, atmospheric noise and radiation from
outer space. The amount of noise received will depend on the pattern of the
antenna and the direction in which the
antenna is pointed. An antenna
pointed down will receive more radiation from the earth, and an antenna
pointed up will receive less. The upward pointing antenna will, of course,
receive more radiation from space. The
closest source of radiation in space is
our sun. The amount of radiation from
the sun depends on the direction and
time of day. In other words, the noise
is greatest when the antenna is pointed
more or less directly at the sun. In certain directions the radiation from outer
space can be extremely low; the temperature of intergalactic space appears
to be about 3° Kelvin. However, the
center of our galaxy is an extremely
strong source of energy, and the antenna pointed in that direction will receive alarge amount of radiation.
Figure 1shows graphically the relationship between noise level and fre-

The Softest
Converter System
You Can Bu

M/A-COM builds the softest converter system on the market today.
Period.
Why is that so important?
Simple.
If you're looking for flexible business systems, you don't get it with hardware.
If you're looking for addressability, you don't get it with hardware.
Even if you want the ability to package hardware features such as remote control separately, you still don't get it with hardware. Or, if you do, you're limited to the capabilities the
manufacturer has built in.
A M/A-COM converter will do very little all by itself, but most anything you program it
to do.
It's software driven, and that means it has
more operational flexibility than you can find
in any other converter.
So, if buying the right converter has turned
into ahard decision, call 1(800)346-2266. And
MIA-COM Addressable Converters
see why the market's going soft for M/A-COM.
10737 Gateway West, Suite 350
El Paso, Texas 79935 1(915) 593-2250
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Notice that the lower
frequencies have a greater
noise than higher
frequencies.

quency. Notice that the lower frequencies have a greater noise than higher
frequencies. Especially note that the
noise at the frequency of channel 2is
considerably larger than the oftenquoted -59 dBmV. It often has been
said that the low band is noisy. This is
one reason why.
Figure 2shows the noise received by

an antenna pointed well above the horizon throughout a24-hour period. The
peak represents a time when the antenna is pointed at the center of our
galaxy. The dip represents atime when
the antenna is pointed at the very cold
regions of intergalactic space. The
height and width of the peaks will be
affected by the beamwidth of the an-

FIGURE

A SNR versus preamplifier
noise figure
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tenna. The antenna which has a narrower beamwidth will cause a higher,
narrower peak.
The above does not take into consideration the affects of man-made noise.
This can come from such sources as
electric power distribution systems
and ignition noise from vehicles. This
is extremely variable and unpredictable, but we have a certain degree of
control over it and can do something to
reduce it.

7

As an aid to analysis and understanding, we are going to define a
quantity called Delta signal-to-noise
ratio and abbreviate it àSNR. This is a
quantity which we will express in dB;
it represents the improvement in signal-to-noise-ratio which will be realized
by using aparticular kind of preamplifier. We define 0dB àSNR as the signal-to-noise ratio which would result if
the antenna were directly connected to
the input of the headend processor by a
lossless cable. Thus, if the antenna is
connected to the processor by an actual cable having acertain amount of
loss, the à SNR will be negative and
equal to the loss of the cable. For that
reason the actual improvement realized by using the preamplifier will be
equal to the ASNR with the preamplifier minus the ASNR without the
preamplifier. Note that ASNR is the
improvement of signal-to-noise ratio
which will be realized at the processor
output.
By comparing àSNR for various situations, we can determine how much
improvement in signal-to-noise ratio
has been made by changing system parameters. We can determine how
closely we have approached the maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio and
what must be done to approach it more
closely. All this can be done with much
less calculation and complexity than
working with signal-to-noise ratio directly. After the system parameters
are determined, the actual signal-tonoise ratio can be calculated by wellknown techniques.
Figure 3 shows the relationship between noise figure and àSNR for various levels of received antenna noise.
Note that for -65 dBmV received noise
(about the best that will be encoun-

Ordinary People Doing
Extraordinary Things

The QBS software development group is one of many teams behind the development of QuickData. Top: Dave Keener,
Paul Danielson, and Paul Lockyer; Bottom: Susan Mathews, Laurie Smith, Peggy Adams-Russell, and Kathy Akers.

CableData employees are normal, everyday folks. But together as ateam, through determination, persistence and dedication,
these ordinary people do extraordinary things.
Like creating QuickData,* CableData's new on/line computer system designed for cable operations with 0-25,000 subscribers.
CableData people built QuickData from the bottom up — component boards, operating system, computer language,
hardware, software — everything. The end result of their efforts? The fastest, most powerful, and easiest to use computer
system in the cable television industry today.
The QBS (QuickData Business System) software development group is one of the teams behind QuickData. These are
the people responsible for creating the software programs that run on QuickData — considered by many to be the finest
software in the industry. How does this team produce such an outstanding product? They focus all of their efforts on
solving the problems of one industry alone — cable television. CableData is committed to this industry. It's been our
focus for nineteen years. The QBS development group knows our industry and what it takes to run acable operation;
they've worked in cable offices taking customer service calls and dispatching trucks. They listen to what cable operators
need and create solutions to solve their problems. And, they apply superior programming skills to meeting those needs.
The people of CableData are proud to offer QuickData — so cable operators can do extraordinary things too.
•Available 2nd Quarter 1986
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This discussion would
seem to indicate that for low
band signals the
preamplifier is
of no use.
tered at channel 13) the affect of antenna preamplifier noise is quite large
—much larger then one would expect,
assuming that well-known -59 dBmV.
The change in noise figure, 1dB to 2
dB, results in more than 2 dB change
in signal-to-noise ratio. For -60 dBmV
received noise, which is almost equal to
-59 dBmV, the change is almost 1dB
for 1dB. Let us look at the case of -45

dBmV (which is about average for
channel 2). Here the change from 0dB
noise figure to 4dB noise figure results
in only 0.3 dB change in signal-to-noise
ratio. This is quite an insignificant
amount.
We can conclude that for lowband
channels, the noise figure of the preamplifier is relatively unimportant; but
for high band channels it is of signifi-
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A SNP versus effective gain
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cant importance. This is aparticularly
unfortunate situation since low noise
figures are much easier to achieve at
lower frequencies.
This discussion on noise figure
would seem to indicate that for low
band signals the preamplifier is of no
use. Let us investigate the effect of not
having gain at the antenna. Figure 4is
the relationship of gain to SNR, for
an antenna noise level of -45 dBmV.
For 5dB loss between the antenna and
the processor, àSNR has a value of
-1.2; for 4dB noise figure and 15 dB of
gain, àSNR is +0.4. The total change
is 1.6 dB. To simplify calculations and
presentation, we have subtracted the
loss between the preamplifier output
and the processor from the gain of the
preamplifier and called it effective
gain. It appears that an effective gain
of 15 dB results in anegligible degradation in àSNR compared to what
would be realized with infinite gain.
Figure 5 shows the same relationship
for an antenna received noise of -55
dBmV and aprocessor noise figure of 7
dB. Note that a 15 dB effective gain
results in only about 0.3 dB worse signal-to-noise ratio than would result
from 30 dB of gain. We consider this
0.3 dB to be insignificant Figure 6
shows the relationship for an antenna
received noise of -65 dBmV.
In the case of the preamplifier with 2
dB noise figure, the difference between
15 dB and 30 dB of gain represents a
change-in-signal to noise ratio of 0.6
dB. These figures show that 15 dB
effective gain is sufficient for the conditions just described. These conditions are typical for reception of VHF
signals. If we allow for 5 dB of cable
between the antenna and the processor
and the use of ahybrid splitter to run
two processors off one antenna, the
preamplifier should have a minimum
gain of 24 dB.
In the case of UHF reception, the
preamplifier is the major source of
noise. At these frequencies the present
state-of-the-art transistors have much
higher noise figures, and received antenna noise is much lower. We have assumed a received noise level of -65
dBmV and aprocessor noise figure of
14 dB. The results are presented in
Figure 7. We again see that an effective gain of 15dB is adequate; allowing
for a10 dB down lead loss, we find that
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Pull off our cover and you'll see why Alpha is the CATV Standby Power Supply
leader. Sure, we could have designed asystem using two transformers like most
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If the designer ignores
the problem, the man who
uses the preamp and has to
suffer with it can't.

25 dB is the minimum gain.
The problem of overload by high signal levels often has been ignored by
preamplifier designers. If the designer
ignores the problem, the man who uses
the preamp and has to suffer with it
can't. There are preamplifiers on the
market with noise figures of 1dB to 2
dB, which overload and produce noticeable cross modulation and beats

with inputs of only 10 dBmV to 20
dBmV; inmany cases these amplifiers
are not satisfactory. To determine
what would be satisfactory, we have
made a statistical study of the maximum levels encounteredin CATV headends. Figure 8shows the results of this
study. Here we have presented the
probability of finding any particular
signal level—for both high band and
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A SNR versus effective gain
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low band. Note that there really isn't
much difference. The curves indicate
that apreamplifier which will not overload with 26 dBmV input will handle
95 percent of the headend requirements; the preamplifier which will handle approximately 33 dBmV input
without overloading will handle 99 percent of the requirements.
These curves were made by taking a
sample of ten headends randomly selected throughout North America. For
each headend the maximum signal
level on the high band and the maximum signal on the low band was noted.
We then assumed a normal distribution curve and computed a mean and
standard deviation. It is from these
values that the curves were generated.
Admittedly, this is rather asmall sample, but our experience in doing signal
surveys of hundreds of headends indicates that the numbers are reasonable.
In computing these curves no allowance was made for rejection of unwanted signals by phasing antennas or
other such methods. Depending on relative angles of the wanted and unwanted signals, it may not be possible
to create any rejection—or the rejection might be as high as 30 dB. The
curves then represent aworst case situation.
We conclude that apreamplifier that
will accept +40 dBmV inputs without
overloading will handle virtually all
signal conditions that normally would
be encountered. In fact such apreamplifier will eliminate a considerable
amount of trouble for the antenna installers by not forcing them to carefully phase the antennas to eliminate
unwanted signals. In the case of a
search antenna, which is abroadband
antenna used for signal surveys or as a
standby, it is imperative that the
preamplifier be able to accept whatever input signals are present. This, we
believe, will confirm the field experience of those who install the antennas
and produce working headends.
Noise versus handling
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There is, of course, a tradeoff between achievable noise figures and
achievable signal handling capability.
Figure 9 shows the tradeoff which is
achievable with today's state of the
art. As can be seen, +40 dBmV input

Broadband:
The leader in upgrade electronics
With Broadband you
always get the best in
engineering and the latest
technology in upgrade
electrónics. We .now have
the lowest distortion upgrade electronics with the
latest power doubler hybrids. Uhlike the parallel
hybrid approach, power •
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And we don't stop there.
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powering too. In some
upgrades, you have thé
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transformerless supplies
for an additional reduction
in system powering and
lower heat.
We've gone that extra
step with the attention to

heat sinking detail.
Our power doubling
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and reliable operation.
For information on
specifications, pricing and
delivery, call Broadband
Engineering at 800-3276690 (in Florida 305-7475000) or write us at 1311
Commerce Lane, Jupiter,
FL 33458.

For quality, performance and service, call Broadband
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For the high band, it is
questionable whether an
extremely low noise
preamplifier should be built.

capability will involve the loss of about
2dB of noise figure. When extremely
high levels are present, it is better to
accept this small sacrifice in noise figure and have a bit more snow in the
screen rather than have aherringbone
pattern or visible cross modulation.
For the low band, where the noise figure of the preamplifier is not so critical, there is no merit in building an ex-

tremely low noise figure preamplifier
with poor overload characteristics. If
you will recall from our previous discussion, achange in 1dB of noise figure in the preamplifier resulted in a
very small fraction of adB change in
noise figure for the entire system. We
have encountered numerous cases of
overload—which is quite a serious
problem. For the high band, it is ques-
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A SNR versus effective gain
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tionable whether an extremely low
noise preamplifier should be built. For
apreamplifier with a3.5 dB noise figure, the system signal-to-noise ratio
will be only about 2dB better than for
apreamplifier with a 1.5 dB noise figure. Again, we state that this 2dB difference in signal-to-noise ratio will be
invisible while overload distortion
products will be quite visible.
For UHF channels the situation is
somewhat different because of the
much lower antenna noise level. In
many cases there are no strong local
UHF stations which would interfere
with reception of more distant stations. Here, the lowest possible noise
figure is called for. In other cases there
are strong local stations which might
interfere with distant stations. Because of the two possibilities, it appears that two different kinds of
preamplifiers are required: an amplifier
with high handling for cases in which
there are strong local signals and a
lower handling, lower noise figure amplifier for cases in which there are no
strong local signals.

30

In the interest of thoroughness, we
also have looked into the matter of the
minimum acceptable return loss. Figure 10 shows time delay versus the
level of reflections. As is well known,
for very short time delays the reflection can be much stronger without
being visible. Superimposed on this
curve showing minimum conditions is
a curve of calculated conditions for
what we consider typical worst case.
We have assumed aprocessor with a
16 dB return loss on the input and a
preamplifier with 16 dB return loss on
its output; the cable is standard 0.412
diameter with 1.7 dB of attenuation at
216 MHz and 0.85 dB attenuation per
hundred feet at 54 MHz. Relative velocity was assumed to be 81 percent.
The worst case occurred with about
300 feet of cable. Here, there was still
an 11 dB margin before avisible ghost
would occur. Of course, for higher frequencies the cable attenuation would
be much greater and the margin much
greater also. From this we can conclude that with readily attainable levels of match, there should be no ghosting problem.

We increased the capacity, added to the memory.
And remember, it's from Panasonic.
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We just made agood thing even
better. it's the new Panasonic*
TZ-PC120 converter. So now you
can give your subscribers even
mole for their money.
For your subscribers who want
more channels, our new converter
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access as we as atl-channel scan.

There's even last-channel recall.
When it cornes to parental control,
we don't kid around. Your subscribers
can lock out the few sensitive
channels they don't want their
c'niidren to see. Without affecting
the remaining channels. And a
stored charge retains the memory
for more than two weeks to protect
against power failure.
There's also an 18-button infrared remcte control unit complete
with batteries. It's compact. controls
every function and operates while
sitting neatly on top of the converter.
As good as all this sounds, one
thing sounds even better: The
Reader Service Number 16

reliability that conies after 25 years
of cable know-hovv.The new Panasonic
TZ-PC120 All you have to do is
remember it's from Panasonic.
For more information, contact:
Panasonic Industrial Company,
Video Communications Division,
One Panasonic Way, Secaucus,
NJ 07094. Or call:
East Coast:
(201) 392-4109
West Coast:
(415) 672-2592

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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In the case of UHF reception,
the preamplifier is the major
source of noise.
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Sadelco, Inc u 75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631

201.569-3323

General representative for Europe: Catec AG Habsburgerstr 22, 6003 Luzern. Tel.: 041/573636 Telex: 041/572796
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Hamlin 6400 Syste
The "Affordable Addressable"

MLE 64A Encoder
Why discard Convertors? Or Descramblers?
Conserve Capital with these "Standalone
Addressables." They are fully compatible with
any standard Convertor. And with Hamlin MLD
Programmable Decoders.

MLD 6400A
Descrombler

Note these features:
• Half the cost of comparable Systems.
• Highest addressing speed in the industry.
• All Channel In Band Addressing Capability.
• Address space for 9million subscribers.

• Status LED's for customer-assisted telephone
trouble shooting.

• Parental Control Option.

• Self Diagnostics for bench trouble shooting.

• Random RF Sync Suppression w/32 encryption
algorithms in 6400 mode.

• Full Pay-Per-View Capability.

• "Blue Sound" Suppression on unauthorized
channels.

A PROPRIETARY CUSTOM DIGITAL VIDEO
COPROCESSOR provides the ULTIMATE
SECURITY. With HAMLIN reliability. The fifth generation Data Receiver has extremely wide dynamic
range and virtual noise immunity.

Highest Quality... Moderate Cost...
Superb Performance.
The Clear Choice is
The MLD 6400A is also
available built into the new
Hamlin CR-7000 66 Channel Convertor.
Reader Service Number 18

Eastern Regional Office

Corporate Offices
35 Corporate Woods #229 /9101

Ane Avf

.

The Reliable One
13610-1st Avenue South, Seattle, WA 98168/(206) 246-9330

west 110th

Street, Overland Park, KS 66210 /(913) 451-6443

CLASSICS

In order that the MTBF
for the antenna system be
less than three years, each
preamp will need a MTBF
of about 30 years.
Reliability is not a matter which
lends itself to asimilar analysis. However, one would hope that the reliability would be such that the antenna system would not have more than one failure in several years. In order that the
mean time between failures be less
than three years, each preamplifier will
need a mean time between failures of
about 30 years. With proper design
such areliability level can be achieved.
However, it is not easy to measure.
The only practical course is to have a
large number of preamplifiers in service for several years to evaluate their
realiability. It should be possible to accelerate failures by such means as vibration and temperature cycling. However, it will not be possible to know the
exact amount of acceleration.

FIGURE 9
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*WITH TODAY'S (1986) IMPROVED STATE-OF-THE-ART TRANSISTORS, THIS DATA
WOULD BE SOMEWHAT BETTER.

Preamplifiers should be designed
with the maximum possible protection

COMMAND PERFORMANCE
STANDBY POWER SUPPLY
Model CL 737XL
UL LISTED
FIELD PROVEN RELIABILITY

• Hinged lid
• Easy access battery
location
• Spill-guard battery trays
(available)
• Insulated shelf for
battery protection

Factory and
Customer Service:
14860 N.E. 95th
Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 882-2304

•Modular construction
• Lightning arrestor
• Bottom indicator
lights and entries

Service:
Redmond, WA
(206) 882-2304
Deerfield Beach, FL
(305) 429-0870
Ontario, CANADA
(416) 629-1111

15 OPTIONS including
• Remote Status Monitor
•Automatic Performance
Monitor
•Vandal and corrosion
resistant galvanized steel
pedestal enclosure
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CABLE POWER INC.
A Triple Crown
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Corporation

1

ATUNDER $40K, THIS 60
CHANNEL TRANSMITTER LETS YOU
TIE UP YOUR MARKETS
WITHOUT TYING UP vOUR CASH.

With the new Hughes AMU' Microwave Line
Extender, you can now capture markets previously too expensive to reach.This powerful
transmitter costs under 40K and it directly
accepts your present cable system's VHF input (54-440
MHz,1-60 channels), making it the fastest, most trouble
free method of reaching subscriber pockets without
regard for long cascades or natural barriers.
The Microwave Line Extender shares spares and
service techniques with all Hughes AML transmitters
and is100% compatible with all Hughes AML receivers.

Best of all, it's aHughes system—with over 100,000
channels and 15 years of AML experience.
Contact Hughes Aircraft Company today to find
out just how inexpensive microwave can be. Hughes
Microwave Communications Products, Bldg. 245, P.O.
Box 2940, Torrance, CA 90509-2940, or call toll-free
(800) 227-7359, Ext. 6233. In California (213) 517-6233.
InCanada:COMLINKSystems
Inc., 377 MacKenzie Ave.,
Unit 1, Ajax, Ontario, L15 2G1
HUGHES
(416) 427-7111.

1986 Hughes Aircraft Company

Reader Service Number 20

AIRCRAFT COMPANY
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All components,
of course, should operate at
much less than their
maximum ratings.

from lightning by incorporating both
gas discharge surge protectors and
diodes to protect semiconductors.
Since lightning energy is mainly low
frequency, the preamplifiers should incorporate filters to admit only frequencies in the band of interest. Power supplies for preamplifiers should incorporate devices to prevent surges on the
power line from entering the preamplifier. All components, of course, should
operate at much less than their maximum ratings. It is recommended that a
redundant power supply be used. Construction should be sturdy and rigid to
withstand the effects of vibration, with
tuning adjustments locked by some
sort of adhesive to prevent detuning
under vibration and temperature cycling. Although the user of the preamplifier cannot readily measure lifetime
or mean time between failures of a
preamplifier, he can examine them to
determine if the above principles have
been followed.
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6GOOD REASONS!

Why You Should Phone
for Our Free Catalog
1. NEW & USED
EQUIPMENT
— We buy &sell
most makes
and models

2. FREE
DELIVERY
— No hidden costs

3. REPAIR
FACILITY
— Quick &complete

PCATV
SERV IC ES

"DISTRIBUTION AT IT'S BEST"

4. CREATIVE
PRICES
— Trade-ins
considered

5. SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED
— 90 day unconditional
guarantee

6. TOLL FREE
#

CAN YOU SPOT

15

IMPROVEMENTS?

Model 2901B

Nov•
made

Still only

usa

$695

complete.

DIGITAL TDR

• CABLE FAULT LOCATOR

• Liquid Crystal Display
• _t 1% Accuracy
• Feet or Meters Readout
• 11,000 Feet Readability
• Variable Sensitivity
• Compact, Rugged Packaging
• LCD Annunciators
• Pocket-Size Manual

• Low Battery Indicator
• Auto Zero
• Powered Cable Warning
• Improved Resolution
• Longer Battery Life
• Lightweight (only 3 lbs.)
• Padded Carrying Case
• One Year Full Warranty

manufactured by Riser-Bond Instruments
3430 Fulda Avenue
Torrance. California 90505-4078

Outside California

800/2271200
Inside California

800/223-3152

Reader Service Number 21
3270 Se/don Court, Suite 5 Fremont, California 94539
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COMPARE!

I ONLY AIMS DOES ALL THREE.
1

TRAFFIC
Workstation programs sales orders
and controls insertion schedules.

2

INSERTION
Insertion Unit automatically plays
the right spot at the right time,
unattended, 24 hours aday, 7days aweek,

3

SWING
Workstation accurately retrieves
and merges data for sales confirmatiorts, invoices and statements.

The complete system for cable advertising.

You get afourth benefit from ARVIS doing all three.
You get into the profitable business of local cable TV spot sales. And
you can do it right away because microprocessor-based ARVIS 7000
Systems are available now. Prices start at $30,000 on these completely
upgradeable systems.
You don't need abig staff with ARVIS. Single-handedly it can bring your
advertising performance to industry standards. It's also nice to know that
Adams-Russell is amajor American Stock Exchange communications
company. That means you have no worry about service and support.
ARVIS Systems are here to stay.
So, why not do what such leading MSOs as Colony Communications
have done? Let ARVIS 7000 Systems do it all for you. Plus put you in the
profitable business of local cable TV spot sales.
Why wait? Call the number below today. Get
all the facts on ARVIS.

1-800-272-7847

(In Massachusetts, 1-800-437-3900)
é

Adams

Russell

VIDEO INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
1370 Main Street, Waltham, MA 02154

THE RIGHT SPOT
AT THE RIGHT TIME ... EVERY TIME.
Reader Service Number 23

Better 'and getting
better
w
F

or the most part, local commercial
insertion efforts in the CATV industry aren't hampered by cue
tone and signaling problems or tape
pre-roll times. That wasn't always the
case. But ajoint NCTA-Cable Advertising Bureau technical subcommittee
has been successful in standardizing
audio tone levels and pre-rolls. And
hardware reliability isn't really amajor
issue anymore—so long as proper
maintenance procedures are followed.
That doesn't mean, however, that all
issues are settled. Verification that
spots have actually run—the traffic
function—is increasingly important,
and PC-based systems aren't foolproof. ATC's Paul Olivier worked on
the CAB's technical committee, which
spearheaded the standards effort. He
says, "The biggest problem now is
compatibility with billing and traffic
systems. Some IBM PC compatibles,
for example, won't run software designed for the PC. And you can't fault
the manufacturers because everyone
wants a slightly different reporting
package. It's hard to do."
But, overall, it's a much better picture technically than two years ago,"
Oliver says. "The only real problem is
for smaller systems, since commercial
insertion is still fairly expensive: about
$4,000 to $5,000 for afour-channel system. Bill Killion, president of Channelmatic, agrees. "A random access system is too darned expensive for asmall
system. They should join a soft interconnect." But the company also introduced a stripped-down version of its
Spotmatic Jr. at the NCTA convention, dropping the cost per channel to
$2,000 or so. Logging and verification
capabilities aren't included, but it's a
way to get equipment to awider base
of systems that, up until now, couldn't
even think about local commercial insertion. And lower prices could be a
trend in the coming year.
John Coiro of Southern Technologies, which distributes the Nyson system, thinks there's a potential for
"drastic price reductions coming in the
next year." And while most vendors
are looking to sell four-channel systems, Coiro says most of his prospects
are looking at two-channel gear. Nyson's sequential access approach is
aimed at operators with 2,000 subscribers or more, and is now being tested
32 Communications Engineering and Design April 1986

Cue tones and pre-roll
times once bedeviled
commercial insertion
efforts. Not so, anymore.
But traffic and billing
need work. And VTR and
tape maintenance is
critical.
at several systems, including the Corncast operation in Tupelo, Miss.
Weakest link
Operators and vendors agree that
VTR and tape maintenance is critical.
"The tape machine is the weakest link
in the whole system," says Viacom
System Engineer Joanne Banlow.
"Watch your pinch rollers and maintain the tape path. If the tape is damaged, say on its edges, if it gets wrinkles, the control track—which is right
on the edge—gets lost and video output is dropped." Robert Kozora, chief
engineer at West Shore Cable TV in
North Olmsted, Ohio, says you can't
clean the heads often enough. "We
clean ours every other day, and every
two weeks go in and check the belts for
wear."
Tape wear is another problem. "The
video's only as good as the quality of
the tape," says Roger Strawbridge of
Adams Russell. And it's agood idea to
avoid using any single tape too long,
warns Don Rice, chief engineer at Telecommunication Products Corp. "Always note the start date when atape is
put into service, and stay within reasonable ranges for length of service."
In most cases, when a customer calls
with a technical problem, the tape or
VTRs are the culprits, he adds.
Power surges or failures are other
problem areas. Kozora says West
Shore Cable treats the insertion gear
just like the billing system computer:
there's a line conditioner installed.
Even battery backup might not keep
the unit safe, he warns. "We've had
momentary outages that erased the
time memory even though there's battery backup." Tom Mogus, chief engineer at Massillon Cable TV in Massillon, Ohio, couldn't agree more. He

points out that every once in a while
his batteries do fail, emphasizing the
need to maintain them. And sun outages sometimes kick the machines off.
Jim Thibodeaux, product manager
with Video Media, gets around the battery backup problem by putting the
reserve power sources right on the
clock and calendar chips. "They're
good for 21 years, and then you don't
have to worry about the battery kicking in," he says.
It pays to be careful. "There are very
wide variances in voltage drops from
area to area, so we check power levels
over time at all remote and hub sites
before we actually install any gear,"
Strawbridge says. "We also use
backup floppy disk storage, so we're
not as concerned as some about the
outage issue. But we've been running
into the variable level problem alot recently."
One of the most critical areas is the
audio levels of the DTMF tones. "They
clip if too high and can't be read by the
inserter when they're too low," says
Banlow. "I've seen some installations
where you have unbalanced audio.
That really causes problems." Tony
Bollatino of Di-Tech agrees. "The most
frequent complaint Ihear is that the
inserter missed tones. If you don't
monitor it all the time, you don't know
the tone was received."
The audio and video levels must be
set closely to those of the satellite services, and operators probably ought to
consider time base correctors and audio signal processing gear when alarge
market has to be served, Olivier says.
Some operators have found that PCbased systems have afew bugs. "Our
Salem, Ore., insertion gear works fine,
but the billing software wasn't set up
to talk to the remote," Banlow says.
"So we don't have invoicing and log
functions working yet." Error recovery also seems to be aproblem. "How
the PC interrogates memory from the
log isn't fully developed right now,"
she adds. In some cases, says Banlow,
an operator may try to retrieve a log.
The inserter may then clear the memory and put the data into the PC. "But
suppose an hour later asecond read of
the inserter memory is attempted. The
file is empty and may then overwrite
the actual record stored in the PC,
leaving you with no records."

LOCAL SPOTS

Broadcasters generally have
redundancy in all key
systems; plenty of engineers,
production people and
money. CATV doesn't.
Another complicating factor is that
commercial insertion in CATV is much
more complex than in the broadcast
world, generally speaking. "Broadcast
is easy compared to CATV because
they're only dealing with one channel,"
Thibodeaux says. "Also, not many
people in CATV know lots about video,
as opposed to RF transmission. So
good maintenance techs can be hard to
find." Also, broadcasters generally
have redundancy in all key systems,
plenty of engineers, production people
and money, Killion adds. "CATV
doesn't."
So it's not surprising that increased
user friendliness is abig goal for Channelmatic. "Very few people really understand the technology, and there's
such high turnover of personnel," Killion says. "We've constantly got one
or two people on the road, doing training of one sort or another. Consequently, we're moving to computerization to reduce the number of switches

we don't know whether video at the
and knobs required to run the sysmodulator actually changed." So one
tems." But it'll still be a relatively
option he's looking at is sampling aucomplex operation, "so long as you're
dio and seeing whether it changed.
trying to remotely control lots of me"But even if you know audio is prechanical devices at a distance," Bansent, there's still the question of
low points out.
whether video was present," he says.
And the work on software never
In any case, he'll probably turn to a
stops. Channelmatic has three to five
third option. -We have subscriber
people working on the overall software
video near our insertion site. So we'll
package all the time and tries to go as
probably run a subscriber cable with
modular as possible, so screens and rean A/B switch so our people can sight
port forms can be changed at the site.
check things."
Verification also has become increasAnd complexity itself can be aprobingly important: advertisers often
lem sometimes. Large interconnects
want detailed reports indicating when
might have 50-60 active channels with
selected spots ran at certain times, on
hundreds of VTRs sitting at the end of
certain channels, in certain areas.
phone lines, says Texscan's Ken LawSome methods include logging of the
son. In these cases, error detection is a
cue tone, changes in video or audio
big issue. Also, with so many modems
level, touch-tone or FSK data.
involved, it's possible that dip
Ron Enas, chief engineer at Ameriswitches are improperly set. Somecan Cablevision of Indianapolis, has
been wrestling with verification for a times heavy-duty printers are required. A single channel system with a
year. "On one of our systems, we can
single headend most likely can get by
verify that aspot hit our headend, but

AUTO MATED
BROADCASTING
_SYSTEMS
Four Models

SOL-6800/ MICRO
For IVTR with 4-input AV switcher
From

S2,500

SOL-6800/1111Ni
(Fully programmable)
For 4 VTRs with 6-Input AV switcher

From $9,000
SOL-6800/ U.I.S.
(Upgradable intelligent system)
For 8VTRs with 12-input AV switcher
Sure-fit for quick simple installation.
Plated, hardened, flat-headed
Steel masonry nails, pre-assembled
ready for use.
Sizes to fit all coaxial cables, including
quad and double shielded, both single
and dual systems. Available in black,
white and grey.

• Write today for samples, literature and a
copy of Tower Cable Clips test results as
required by the British Telephone Company, giving name of your supplier.

S12,000
SOL-6800

From

(Fully programmable expandable)
For 8VTRs with 12-input AV switcher

From

$17,000

A COMPANY DEDICATED TO AUTOMATION

511UTEE

HA Soblec Lid
4360 dloerville. Montreal
Quebec Canada H2H 2L8
Tel (514) 522-8960 Telex 055-62139
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LOCAL SPOTS

CATV companies
should look at fiber for the
same reasons telephone
companies do.
with an Epson 80 series printer, he
says. And while opinions vary on the
actual number of VTRs needed for
each channel, most agree that for random access systems, operators should
go with aVTR for each spot in abreak:

four machines if there are four 30second spots.
By the way of comparison, the technology of hard interconnects is marvelously simple. The most common
method is microwave. "You're basi-

Survival demands more than raw power,
you also need the intelligence to control it.
Our combination of reliable power and
sophisticated control logic delivers the
absolute best:

Efficiency
Stability
Regulation
Short Circuit Survival
of any standby power supply available!
When you choose standby, make the
smart choice ...Triple Crown.
•

TRIPLE CROWN #4
4560 Fieldgate Drive
Mississauga, Ontario L4W 3W6
(416) 629-1111
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61e ELECTRONICS
700 West Hillsboro Blvd.
Deerfield Beach, Florida 33441
(305) 429-0870
Reader Service Number 26

cally looking at the same technical requirements you would for any video
signal," says Steve Dozier of Channel
Master. "Single-channel or broadband
is the real question, and in some cases,
where you're looking at carriage of 12
to 14 channels FM, the cost is about
$12,000 to $15,000. At that price, 60channel AML is interesting from acost
standpoint."
Abe Sonnenschein of Hughes Microwave says single-channel FM has one
advantage: it provides more fading
margin. "But that's not usually alimiting factor in an urban environment."
Its disadvantages? "You need more
spectrum, and the radio inputs and
outputs must be at video baseband.
That might mean demod/remod. With
AML, you already have a VHF signal." When you've got to interconnect
alot of channels, multichannel makes
the most sense, he argues. "In fact,
sometimes it makes sense to get rid of
headends altogether and bring all signals out to the hubs by microwave,"
Sonnenschein says.
Microwave is the traditional way to
build an interconnect, but it's no
longer the only way. Enas, for example, is running a fiber optic interconnect. "It's simple, and there are no real
hang-ups," he says. We have no power
supplies or amplifiers on the cable. As
long as the analog lasers are working,
we're in business." The decision to install fiber came after the company analyzed all costs to operate the link: first
cost and the cost of maintenance. "It
would have been $15,000 cheaper to
put in an RF mid-split supertrunk, but
over 10 years, factoring in the maintenance, power supply costs and so
forth, fiber was cheaper.
George Benton at Catel agrees with
Enas. "CATV companies should look
at fiber for the same reasons telephone
companies do. First cost isn't the way
to go at it. Maintenance costs also
have to be weighed." Although fiber is
8-10 percent higher in cost than microwave because of the need for optical
conversion gear, there are cost savings
over time because no amplifiers have
to be balanced, Benton argues. "Up
until now, first cost has been the most
important consideration because everything has been RF." That could
change.
—Gary Kim

11111111111111111111111111111111 11111111
Batch processing gives you information
twice a month or at best once aweek.

Current information is at your finger tips
on line and on time from FDR.

with our PC based billing system
Designed for small and medium
size Cable systems, FDR's on-line
Micro Delivery Option (MDO) will
keep you out of trouble with its
alternative to batch processing. With
FDR's PC based billing service,
MDO, you'll save money and time
as well as add control and flexibility
to your entire operation.

FDR and MDO offer you more.

Consider the cost savings and options
available with FDR's on-line
MDO vs. the limitations and cost
of batch processing,
the conclusions are °bytes ...

More benefits from your hardware
investment. Because MDO operates on

More current information while
lowering your cost of data processing.
MDO will give you up-to-the-minute
data for as little as 20( asubsaibet
More timely access to all your
information. Information when you
need it, not just twice a month.

IBM compatible PC's you can use
readily available service organizations
and off-the-shelf software for your
other business needs.
Consider the alternatives, then call
us at 402-399-7685. Discover the
benefits now being enjoyed by over
200 cable system operators. Find
out how MDO and FDR can do
more for your system. And keep you
out of a batch of trouble.

Ji

First Data Resources Inc.
Cable Systems Services
an American Express Company

402-399-7685
Reader Service Number 27

Cable System Services Division, C41
7301 Pacific Street, Omaha, NE 68114-5497

Billing software: a new tool
for customer service?
W

ith subscriber churn rates running 30-35 percent as an industry average, few cable systems
can afford to neglect customer service.
And as Viacom's Fritz Baker, regional director of engineering, says,
"Good customer service must extend
beyond answering inquiries and responding promptly. We must work at
understanding the specific reasons
why our subscribers call." Most billing
systems can track service calls in general. Baker says it's also important to
track those calls by employee, something the CableData package, for example, allows. "We were surprised
that some representatives were scheduling calls for TV fine tuning at twice
the rate of others on the same shift.
Rather than retrain the whole group,
we now are able to target specific individuals for training.
"Figure 1 is a sample of a report
given to the phone service supervisor.
This report lists the occurrence of calls
scheduled by service representative
No. 305, where a technician fixed the
problem by fine tuning the customer's
TV set. The end of the month report
summarizes the department's phone

Once narrowly designed
for accounting
applications, today's
billing packages help ops
cut trunk rolls and
streamline many
customer service tasks.
For cutting costs and
confusion, the right
software could save the
day—and the bottom line.

service call on the 26th of March. Technician No. 806 fixed abad fitting. Mr.
Kessler called back the same day complaining of flashing. We sent technician No. 806 back to the house where
the final solution to the problem was to
fine tune the TV set. Had the condition
of the TV been noted on the first visit,
the call-back could have been avoided.
The month-end report summarizes the
service technicians' activities. The supervisor noted that technician No. 806
had nearly three times the number of
repeat visits for fine tuning than the
other technicians."
Viacom also was shocked when one
activities and lists the number of ser- report indicated that of every 100 invice calls that were sent into the field stalls, 30 needed another service call
by type and by each representative."
within 30 days—and most of those
Baker also used the employee track- came in the first 48 hours. What the
ing feature to cross-train CSRs and tracking reports showed was that
technicians, with a resulting 10 per- some employees had problems with
cent drop in scheduled service calls. low drops and fittings. So instead of
"When we started tracking perfor- training the entire service tech group,
mance by individual service techni- just those who needed the help got it.
cians, call-backs ran 20 percent per
"Figure 3," says Baker, "shows that
month; they now run 5percent.
Mr. Baker called for an install on
"Figure 2 is a sample of a report March 21 and was installed on the 25th
at 4p.m. by installer No. 705. The folgiven to the service repair supervisor.
In this instance Mr. Kessler received a lowing day he called at 9a.m. and complained that his converter was slow to
change channels. On the 27th, technician No. 806 found a poorly installed
FIGURE I
fitting inside the home and corrected
the problem. At the end of the month,
The customer service representative
CableData summarizes these occurences in areport provided to the installation supervisor."
Address Customer Name,
Account
Order-Time
Phone
Problems
Fix Code
Phone
No.
Rep.
Complete
Baker also has used aprogram (Fig181
Miriam bague
33344-8
3/28/85:9
305
No Picture
Fine Tuned
ure 4) that tracks converter problems:
Elm
375-8888
3/29/85:9
TV
it pinpoints why atech removed acon321
Kathryn Rose
13245-9
3/30/85:14
305
Flashing
Fine Tuned
verter from ahome for each of the past
Lake
291-4006
3/31/85:10
Tv
six service calls. The report also explains what was fixed on the converter
each time it was in the shop. As aresult, the company has identified those
converters that test okay coming off
the bench but fail because other probFIGURE 2
lems weren't identified.
Tracking a technician
Another aspect of using billing software for enhanced customer service is
work scheduling. "You don't want to
Address Customer Name,
Account
Order-Time
Phone
Problems
Fix Code
roll atruck when it can't generate revePhone
No.
Complete
Rep.
nue," says Jay Oxten, of First Data
1876
Robert Kessler
611117-9
3/26/85:08
806
No Picture
Bad Fitting
Meadow
229-0000
3/27/85:12
Resources. Many packages offer calendars and time allotments for the work
1876
Robert Kessler
611117-9
3/27/85:13
806
Flashing
Fine Tuned
order. Whether it's anew install, addiMeadow
229-0000
3/28/85:09
TV
tional outlets or pays, actual time on
the job is allotted according to subscriber history and environment. Also,
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FOR YOUR CABLE SYSTEM MANAGEMENT NEEDS
When you seek abusiness
partner to work with you —
look for someone who does
it all!
We are the only vendor
who can provide you with
addressability, billing and
pay-per-view — all on
one computer.
The mechanisms to
implement pay-per-view,

ADDRISSABILITY

including order processing,
event authorization, and
billing, are all apart of
our system.
You dictate your business
needs — not someone
somewhere else. You and
your staff are in full control
of your operations. And
behind you every step of the
way is aCustomer Service

Department to answer
questions provide
assistance and keep your
system capabilities
addressing the everchanging requirements of
our growing industry.
Let us show you how to
have more control over your
business, and save money!

BILLING

PAY-PER-VIEW

Business/
System
Inc
1-800-424-0101
ONE MARCUS DRIVE, GREENVILLE, Sc 29615 •(803) 297-9290
Reader Service Number 28

New products at NCTA
Zenith steals show
Zenith Electronics Corp. pulled arabbit out of its hat at the NCTA show,
making public a new, patented RF
scrambling technology that is most
clever. And up until now, most secret.
The company apparently had been
working on the system, which it calls
PROCESS (phase reversal of carrier
encrypted sync suppression), for about
five years.
At the heart of the system are some
new and proprietary SAW filters that
dynamically modify both the phase
and amplitude of the RF signal. The
result: sync suppressed video and
chroma inversion as well as amasking
of the audio information. The system
appears to be extremely rugged. The
SAWs dynamically switch between A,
B and C levels of the sub-strate, and
operators don't need to make adjustments to the decoder section of the
converter It is the SAW that has independent control of the phase and amplitude information; not the box. Also,
encoding and decoding are based on
phase, not the underlying video. Two
custom VLSIs also form part of the
new system.
Two-way communication is designed
to be independent of the return path
technology chosen (full two-way cable,
auto-dialers or store-and-forward) and
looks very robust. Company spokesmen say less than 1percent throughput is needed to get messages through.
Redundancy is built in to the multilevel communications protocol, which
can operate even under extraordinary
white and impulse noise. The second
level of the protocol, for example, features a100-to-1 redundancy.
No out-of-band data channel is
needed, and the company says there's
virtually no need for operator tweaking or aligning of the box. The addressing rate is the same as for Z-Tac.
10,000 boxes a minute. And it would
appear an expensive encryption system for apirate to break. In essence, a
baseband decoder would have to be
built. All data is dynamically encrypted going into and out of the decoder; and all data held in the box is in
non-volatile, on-board memory in the
chip itself. Additionally, all data decryption and storage is done on that
single chip.
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For the most part,
refinement, not risk, was
the trend as new products
and services were rolled
out at NCTA. But there
were some surprises, and
Zenith gets the award for
cleverness.
The decoder itself is totally transparent to either HRC or IRC, both of
which are downloadable. The converter
CPU address and address key are installed at the factory.
The company also was showing PayMate, a decoder-only add-on box designed to work with any plain vanilla
converter. Zenith promises "very aggressive" pricing on Pay-Mate. How
aggressive? About $42 or less in reasonable quantities.
For more information, contact Zenith Electronics Corp., 312/699-2100.
Status monitoring from Alpha
Alpha Technologies, though, also had
afew cards up its sleeve. It was showing a status monitoring system for
one-way plant. Designed by Bill Gilbert, formerly with Texscan, it wasn't
finalized until about "three hours before Igot on the plane for NCTA," Gilbert says. The system uses a low-frequency carrier at 100 kHz for the return path; hence, no return path
amplifiers are needed. At that frequency, "you can send an almost unattenuated signal about six amplifiers or
passives until the signal gets lost,"
Gilbert says. So the system uses arepeater in each amp to decode and recode the data. Cable attenuation is virtually zero, and demod/remod is done
by power inserters. In fact, there's virtually no system load added by the replacement of the power inserters, the
company says.
For more information contact Alpha
Technologies, 206/671-7703.
Sigma updates
Oak Communications was showing its
EIA baseband interface-compatible
version of the Sigma converter, as well

as Sigma II with simpler electronics
and a smaller footprint. Two stereocompatible models of Sigma will be
coming out, says Graham Stubbs,
company vice president, engineering.
They are the Sigma 3D, which has
MTS encoded at RF, and the 3C, using
baseband jacks for BTSC or scrambled
formats. Both should be available in
the second half of this year. Also
shown was aprogrammable remote for
the TC and Sigma converter lines, with
31-day memory. Sigma II should be in
production by the third quarter of this
year.
For more information, contact Oak
Communications, 619/451-1500.
Measuring customer service
Westinghouse Electric Corp. was
showing its CableTRAQ surveying
system, which measures cable system
performance in eight customer service
areas. CableTRAQ uses telephone surveys and typically costs $3,000 to
$5,000, the company says.
For more information, contact Westinghouse OnTRAQ, 412/374-7111.
Burnup & Sims protects power
Burnup & Sims Corp. introduced anew
line of power protection devices for
computer systems. The company is offering a free ITT Xtra personal computer with 256K RAM to all qualified
buyers.
For more information, contact Burnup & Sims, 800/551-3790.
Regency restyles LC-32
Regency displayed its newly restyled
LC-32 converter. The LC-32 incorporates a downloadable non-volatile
memory with parental control and diagnostic features. Compatible with the
Jerrold addressing systems, the LC-32
features dual level sync suppression
RF scrambling and VBI interference
jamming for audio scrambling.
The 54-450 MHz (550 MHz, optional)
converter includes silent dual speed up
and down channel scanning, anti-tampering and self-diagnostics. Dual mode
random descrambling together with
optional intercarrier audio jamming
ensures optimum signal security to
cable-ready or digital TVs.

VCRs. Subscribers love 'em until they discover what they
can't do: record multiple cable events while away or
simultaneously record and watch different cable programs. Or
easily connect aVCR to their converter. What should be a
convenience becomes achore that leaves subscribers
frustrated, confused — and dissatisfied.
Now your subscribers can get the full benefit from VCRs
and cable TV with the 5503-VIP baseband converter. Every
5503-VIP features abuilt-in 4-event, 7-day timer for
unattended recording. There's no extra cost to you. Baseband
audio/video outputs provide superior recording quality, and the
TOCOM wireless remote with volume control offers fullfeatured convenience. Because the timer function and remote
are addressably controlled from the headend, you have an
important source of extra revenue.
For expanded recording capability, TOCOM offers the
VCR-Mate, an optional video adapter that fits easily and neatly
on the back of the converter. The VCR-Mate allows
limited simultaneous recording and viewing of different
channels. Of course, the 5503-VP is stereo and IPPV-ready, too.
And to help you market these new services, TOCOM offers
complete subscriber marketing support and promotional
programs.
Solve the problem of VCR hookup, time-shifting and
marketing with one economical package — the TOCOM 5503VIP Find out how it can unlock your revenue potential.
For more information, call the TOCOM National Sales
Manager at (214) 438-7691 or contact your Jerrold Account
Executive.

TOCOM
UNLOCKS THE
FULL POTENTIAL
OF VCRs
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TOCOM Division
General Instrument Corporation
Post Office Box 47066
Dallas, Texas 75247
214/438-7691
Reader Service Number 33

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

NCTA PRODUCTS

Logging & verification,
CIKu-band satellite receiver,
learning remote control...

nels, a machine interface for cue tone
detection, individual tape segment
cueing and overall real time control of
machines and switchers, a sales and
billing computer for advanced sales
scheduling, conflict checking, invoice

preparation and an embedded tape
preparation system that identifies
tapes and spots with SMPTE time
code. Up to 240 commercial spots can
be random-access positioned, allowing
for unattended operation.

Find RF leaks fast
with aVitekTracer!
Two models, the TR-1 and TR-2,
offer achoice of signal detection
sensitivity, power options, and unit
size. No transmitters are needed,
which allows you to utilize existing
signals.
The TR-1 is calibrated to the FCC
specification of 20 uV/meter.
Each model features a crystal
°controlled local oscillator with front
panel frequency adjustment, meter
display and tone to signal detected
leakage.
To get complete information on
the Vitek TR-1 and TR-2 Tracers,
can or write today.

For more information, contact
Grumman Corp., 516/575-3987.
Data-Logger, Workstation debut
Datalog Systems announced the DataLogger and the Workstation, an integrated hardware and software system
designed to provide ad verification logging and invoicing capabilities. The
Data-Logger features a 19-inch rack
mount unit with built-in 5¼-inch 170
K floppy disk drive, 64 K microcomputer and keyboard, and 5-inch color
monitor. Its resident software, AutoLog, is mounted at the insertion site
and interfaces directly with the commercial insertion VCRs.
For more information, contact Data
Log Systems, 414/722-3282.
Microdyne automates with M.A.T.

AUGAT

VITEK

Quality and Innovation

Microdyne Corp. introduced its Microdyne Automated Terminal satellite receiving system. Controlled via a key
pad, M.A.T. selects satellite, polarity,
video and audio frequency, and can be
preprogrammed to re-orient at aspecified time and to activate video recorders and other electronic equipment. Cand Ku-band compatible, M.A.T. features full or half transponder
reception, programmable audio subcarrier, an RS-232 and parallel ports for
remote computer interface, eight contact closures, self-diagnostic routine,
battery back up, compatibility with
VideoCipher and 200 programming
presets.
For more information, contact Microdyne Corp., 904/687-4633.
Intros and upgrades from S-A

LRC/Vitek Electronics, Inc.
901 South Avenue
Box 111, Horseheads,NY 14845
(607) 796-2611

Reader Service Number 36
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Scientific-Atlanta introduced the
Model 8535 set-top terminal, which
provides compatibility with the company's patented dynamic scrambling
technique and also those used by Jerrold, Hamlin, Sylvania and others. The
8535 is programmed through its infrared remote control receiver. Subscriber definition of parental control channels is akey feature of the unit.
The new Model 8550-375 learning
remote control from S-A enables subscribers to control TVs, VCRs and
other home electronics devices with a
single remote unit. The Model 8550-

CABLE
4:)
'JIM
AND NETWORKERS
1

FILTER OUT YOUR
PROBLEMS
"COST EFFECTIVELY"
ELIMINATE: Ingress, Interfering Carriers, etc.
VARIOUS CONFIGURATIONS
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TUBULAR
HOUSING

RACK MOUNT
Band Rejection (TV FM)

High Pass or Low Pass
(Up to 65dB suppression)
$15° to $195 ea

$ 1 5°

& up

Di-Plex/Midsplit/
High-Low Pass
(Up to 60dB Isolation
Between Splits)

Matching Transformers
(with CB & FM Traps)
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ea. & up
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& up

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
RFI 100dB MIN • HERMETIC SEAL • NON FERROUS HOUSINGS
HIGH ISOLATION • EXCELLENT RETURN LOSS & FLATNESS

Stock and Specials Available

lewsonIcs

P.O. Box 36 •Jericho, N.Y. 11753
Call Toll Free: 800-645-7600
In New York Call: 516-921-7080
FAX: 516-921-2084

inc.

"PROFIT FROM OUR EXPERIENCE"
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NCTA PRODUCTS

Monitoring, VCR hook-up,
characfer generator,
converters, frequency
modulation, antennas...

channel while viewing a pay channel,
or vise versa. It also allows for recording of an unscrambled channel while
viewing a scrambled channel or vise
versa.
Panasonic also launched a new 68channel converter, the TZ-PC 120. It's
an expanded bandwidth version of the
company's TZ-PC110 converter, which
handles 57 channels.
For more information, contact Panasonic Industrial Company, 201/392-

hook up aVCR. The options available
are basic hook up; watch 2-13, record
any program; watch any program, record any other program and cable
ready VCR hook up.
For more information, contact Viewsonics Inc., 516/921-2084.
CableTEK expands product line

CableTEK announced an expansion to
its product line by the acquisition of
Cogito Data Systems Inc. The transaction is expected to be completed in
4109.
April, subject to shareholder approval.
Receiverlantenna positioner in one
Cogito's product will provide cable operators with specific computing prodDX Communications Inc. introduced a ucts for CATV parts inventory, plant
DSB-800 stereo satellite system, an
maintenance and vehicle maintenance.
all-in-one receiver/antenna positioner.
After pre-programming, everything is
DH Satellite offers antenna line
automatic including dish positioning,
selection of satellite types and numDH Satellite TV is opening its line of
bers, channels, polarization informaantennas to the cable industry. A mantion, stereo modes and frequencies.
ufacturer of parabolic antennas, DH
The DSB-800 is C- and Ku-Band comSatellite has offices located through-

more information, contact Pioneer
Communications, 614/876-0771.
Economy character generator
Texscan MSI/Compuvid introduced an
SGe character generator based on the
Spectragen but offering fewer screen
formats. The SGe offers four character
heights and two widths; eight background colors; roll, crawl, bang and
splash display modes; and programma ble page events. Memory is 22 pages
standard, expandable to 150. The price
is $2,200 for rack-mount units. For
more information, contact Texscan
MSI/Compuvid, 801/262-6475.
$20 million more Videocipher
descramblers
Anixter Communications has ordered
another $20 million worth of Videocipher II-C units, and will be stocking
the 2000E version as well. The new
2000E was designed for CATV operators selling programming to home
TVRO customers. For more information, contact Anixter Bros., 800/672-

patible.
For more information , contact DX
Communications Inc., 914/347-4040.

out the U.S. to assure quick delivery.
For more information, contact DH Satellite TV. 608/326-6705, 608/326-8406.

Frequency modulation

Echosphere re-enters cable market

Vanilla converter controls volume

Pirelli Optronic Systems announced
the 900 Series modulators for conversion of baseband video and audio input
signals to frequency modulated (FM)
output signal. The units are frequency
agile with the output, front panel and
switch selectable from 400-540 MHz in

A major distributor for over 60 TVRO
system manufacturers, Echosphere is
re-entering the cable market. Echosphere offers six distribution centers,
same-day shipping, 48-hour delivery
and full technical service at each location. For more information, contact
Echosphere, 214/630-8625.

Jerrold introduced the Starcom CSV, a
plain converter with volume control
and muting. The 450 MHz box also includes favoritie channel programming ,
last-channel recall, automatic fine tuning and aconvenience outlet on back of

6190.

the converter.
The company also announced its
Starplan computerized analysis serComband for MMDS
vice. to be offered free to operators
8001523-7893.
planning rebuilds and upgrades. It proGeneral Electric Co. was showing a vides an economic model evaluating
Network monitoring & control
version of its bandwidth compression
the benefits of each option. A nationsystem designed for MMDS use. The
wide distributor network to sell the
Network Technologies, a division of
two-for-one system uses both frecompany's subscriber and distribution
AM Cable TV Industries Inc. offered
quency and time division multiplexing.
equipment also has been formed. PTS
the TMC-8000 Series broadband netPending approval by the FCC, the sysin Bloomington, Ind., Cable TV Supply
work monitoring and control system.
tem will be available by mid-year. For
in Los Angeles and VueScan of DeerProviding total monitoring capability,
more information, contact General
field Beach, Fla., are now carrying Jerthe system is compatible with all maElectric Co.. 800/526-4385.
rold plain and pay converters and have
jor configurations of broadband netaccess to addressable stock.
works currently in use.
Multi-vendor converter
The company also announced that
For more information, contact Netits basic charge for a complete twowork Technologies, 215/536-1354.
Pioneer Communications displayed its
way design, including bill of materials,
BA-5000 converter, compatible with
will be $60 per mile.
VCR hook-up from Viewsonics
Oak, Jerrold and Hamlin scrambling
For more information, contact Jermodes. The box also features an IPPV
rold, 215/674-4800.
Viewsonics Inc. demonstrated a VCR
add-on and an integral VCR timer. For
hook up kit providing four ways to

1MHz steps.
For more infformation, contact Pirelli Optronic Systems, 203/238-9665 ,
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NCTA PRODUCTS

SCTE news, NCTA awards, ad
insertion gear, control
switch...

375 imitates the infrared codes of other
units by switching into the "learn"
mode. S-A's 8550-375 is compatible
with its 8550 Series remote control and
supports most TV and VCR remote
controls currently available.
Also new from Scientific-Atlanta is
the Model 6585 status monitoring/reverse switching system. The 6585 remotely identifies problems in trunk
stations throughout the distribution
system utilizing an IBM PC, a color
monitor, printer and RF sub-system
located at the headend and transponder modules for each trunk amplifier to
be monitored.
In other news from S-A, all Model
6350 modulators are being shipped
with BTSC stereo compatibility with
baseband audio inputs as a standard
feature.
For more information, contact Scientific-Atlanta Inc., 404/441-4000.

changeable operating modes, automatic sports blackout transponder
switching and auxiliary audio/video
source fill for use with interconnects.
Channelmatic's new ALS-5A Logmatic is a four-channel automatic ad
insertion logging system. The unit enables operators to log local ad inserts
on four channels with printouts on a
standard 80-column printer. Storage of
4,800 events before retrieval is possible.
Also new from Channelmatic, the Ad
Analyzer is asales tracking and invoicing software package that provides a
sales management database and includes multi-report ad sales tracking,
accounting and automatic invoicing.
The re-designed ALS-4A is a fourchannel local ad insertion logging system which provides printouts of time,
date and channel of local commercial
insertions for up to four channels with
encoded advertiser, spot number, rate
code, agency and AE information. The
unit features abuilt-in battery backup.
Rounding out Channelmatic's new
product line is the ATS-1A automatic
tone switcher. The ATS-1A switches
channel audio and video to any one of
four sources and can supply control
signals to start VCRs into preroll at an
exact time in advance of the switch. In

New releases from Channelmatic
Channelmatic announced production
of the Li'L Moneymaker, a self-contained local ad insertion system. The
unit is aone-channel, one-VCR system
featuring microcomputerized operation, digital DTMF tone decoding, programmable preroll delay, instantly

SCTE appointments and news
The SCTE elected new officers for the
coming year. They are: Bob Luff, president; John Kurpinski, eastern vice
president; Sally Kinsman, western vice
president and Andy Devereaux, secretary/treasurer. The entire Society
membership voted on anew Board of
Directors: Region 1, Bob Vogel, Sytek
Inc.; Region 2, Sally Kinsman, Kinsman Design Associates; Region 3,
Steve Bell, Video Cable Systesm Inc.;
Region 4, Gerald Marne11, Tribune Cable Communications Inc.; Region 5,
Glyndell Moore, Storer Communications Inc.; Region 6, Gary Selwitz,
Warner Amex Cable Communications
Inc.; Region 7, Andy Devereaux,
American Cablesystems Corp.; Atlarge directors: Len Ecker, Consultant;
John Kurpinski, Cable Services Co.
Inc.; Bob Luff, United Artists Cablesystems; Tom Polis, R/T Katek Com-

munications Group; and Dave Willis,
Tele-Communications Inc.
Three new meeting groups were welcomed to the SCTE: the Blue Ridge
Meeting Group, a Puerto Rico-based
meeting group and the Great Lakes
Meeting Group.
Scholarship funds are available from
the SCTE in the amount of $6,000 for
1986. Twelve two-year technical correspondence courses are to be awarded
to cable installers or technicians who
show great potential for advancement.
One course will be awarded each
month; applications can be obtained
from SCTE National Headquarters,
215/363-6888.
Using a $20,000 grant from the
Council for Cable Information, the
SCTE plans to develop avideotape and
training manual geared to instruct installers and technicians on subscriber
marketing and retention methods.
A promotional videotape illustrating

addition to DTMF tone inputs, the
ATS-1A accepts most forms of control
signals as switch commands.
For more information, contact Channelmatic Inc., 619/445-2691.
Debuts from Pico Macom
Macom Industries, OEM Sales, and
Pico Home Satellite West are now Pico
Macom Inc. The newly-renamed company introduced a pay-per-view decoder (trap) designed for non-addressable systems. It can be used with standard encode/decode systems, with or
without a converter. It's especially
well-suited to hospital, hotel and motel
operations, the company says. Pico
Macom also introduced aparental control key lock trap.
For more information, contact Pico
Products, 800/822-7420.
Panasonic's video control switch
Available from Panasonic Industrial
Company is the VCS-1 video control
switch, an active switching device allowing an interface between the cable
system's plain, addressable or programmable decoder, while permitting
subscribers to add other RF sources.
The VCS-1 allows recording of abasic

the advantages of SCTE membership
also was released at the show. The videotape is geared to management personnel considering SCTE membership
for their technical employees.
NCTA National Awards
The National Cable Television Association presented its National Awards
at the conclusion of the 35th annual
convention in Dallas.
Joseph Van Loan, vice president of
engineering, Viacom Cable, received
the Science and Technology Award for
his efforts against mandatory carriage
for broadcast stereo sound.
The Associates Award, which recognizes the contribution of the industry's
programmers and equipment suppliers, was awarded to Robert Wussler,
executive vice president of Turner
Broadcasting System and president of
WTB S.
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product profile

Commercial insertion gear
Company name

Abiqua
International
503/873-4181

Adams-Russell
Video Information
System Division
800/AR-AR VIS
800/272-7847

Channelmatic
800/231-1618
619/445-2691

Commercial
Cable Inc.
615/894-2580

Di-Tech Inc.
516/667-6300

Falcone
International Inc.
404/427-9496

Microtime Inc.
203/242-4142

Monroe
Electronics
716/765-2254

Model

UB1/A

AR VIS
7240/7550

Spotmatic

Mode of
operation

Number of
channels

ROS

1

Random
access

Random
access

One per
mainframe
chassis

Comsert 1000

Random access

Up to 15

C-150

3000R-14

Sequential or
random access

Sequential

ROS
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6Sony
3/
4-inch

VP-5000s

Up to 32

Programmable
sequence
of A/V sources

1to 8

1

2

Events/
entries

O

Standard:
up to 4:
2or more.
optional

ALO/CU-8
(Controller)

Autoserter

Number of
VTRs

Up to four
per channel

Up to eight
Audio/Video
sources plus
one default

99

1to 8

4

1per
channel

64 or 128

Over 200
different 30second spots

100 commercials
per tape

More than
2,400

10,000
different spots

7day
programmable

100 30-second
Spots pm VTR

NA

Tone
decoder

DTMF

Cue tone,
can interface
with customersupplied subcarrier detection

Digital
tone decoder
module

N/A
as standard

Satellite tone,
contact closure

Digital decoder
with optional
custom sub-carrier
detection

DTMF, cue tone,
contact closure

Cue tone decoder,
contact closure

fon,r
BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM

OR LET US BUILD IT FOR YOU

•TRAFFIC •INSERTION •BILLING
•INTERCONNECTS •ACCESSORIES •CUSTOMIZED

ON TIME AND WITHIN BUDGET

•

BUILD YOUR OWN SYSTEM by
purchasing a pre-tested, un racked commercial insertion
system from Channelmatic.
Choose a system to suit your
budget: sequential, pod random-access, or full randomaccess ...local or remote control ... with or without afull Ad
Manager traffic and billing system. And, Channelmatic also
manufactures any accessories
you may need, such as audio
and video DA's, switchers, and
auto-bypass units. We can even
supply the monitors and VCR's,
if you desire. We have over 200
products, providing you with the
simplicdy of dealing with only
411, one solid vendor.
LET US BUILD IT FOR YOU.
Discuss your needs with one of
our systems engineers and we
will quote a fully-wired system
designed exclusively for you.
Racks, VCR's, monitors, accessories and your choice of
our insertion systems, completely assembled, tested and
documented ...
we just roll it off
the truck, plug it in for you, then
train you on it's operation.
You're on the air quickly and efficiently ...and the cost is about
the same. Our twelve years of
VCR automation experience will
be reflected in asystem you will
be proud to have in your facility.
WE GUARANTEE IT. Channelmatic's Gold Seal Guarantee
is your assurance of many
things, including the prompt
shipment of your order. Delivery
is usually accomplished in days
... not months. Field installation assistance, field or factory
training and full field service are
available. And, Channelmatic's
rock-solid reputation and enviable financial status will assure
asupport relationship for years
to come. Would you expect anything less from the leader?

.AND THAT'S A GUARANTEE!
CALL 1-800-231-1618
write: Channelmatic, Inc. 821 Tavern Road, Alpine, CA 92001
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THE LEADER IN COMMERCIAL INSERTION AUTOMATION
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PRODUCT PROFILE

Commercial insertion gear
Company name

Programmable
pre-roll

Video

Audio

Memory

Other
features

Abiqua
International

Yes

2in, 1out,
1V. 75 ohms
(loop-thru)

Passive, 2PDT.
(balanced or
unbalanced),
0dB nom,

Not
required

Controller inserts
char. generator
or camera video
automatically for $3251
channel. Designed for
profitable ad insertion
in small systems.
•

Adams-Russell
Video Information
System Division

Yes

(In/out)
BNC type (x8)
1.0 ±2V p-p,
75 ohms, NTSC,
compatible EIA-RS
170A

Audio level
controls-limiter/
compressor,
50-15,000
Hz frequency
optional stereo

Hard and
floppy disc
stored for
7days
of unattended
operation

Remote communications
diagnostic capability,
automatic traffic & billing,
automatic make-goods,
sales management and
accounting reports

Channelmatic

Programmable
pre-roll
delay

N/A

N/A

N/A

Automatic logging,
optional remote
communications, sales
management, preview
and automatic bypass

Commercial
Cable Inc.

Determined by
control tones
placed on tape

NTSC standard,
1V p-p. sync
stripper circuitry

Program audio
Ch. 2: control
tones on Ch. 1

Battery protection
of onboard clock
and control
computer memory

Interfaces with 1/
2",
/ "or combination
4
3
of VCRs. Programmable
by time start or
external source.
Modem capable.

Di-Tech Inc.

Yes

1V pp. NTSC.
V. I. switching

Stereo, balanced
or unbalanced

Hard disc and
RAM, 60 day
future memory

External printers.
60 day past memory,
logging and verification,
alpha-numeric
data entry

Falcone
International Inc.

Can be set
for each
network
independently

Input: 02.5 V p-p
1V p-p
normal, BNC
Output: 1.4 V pp
adjustable NTSC
type. BNC

Input: 100MV
5V p-p. OdB
Output: 600 ohm
0dB
normal level

7day program/
event storage,
verification, merge
by advertiser by
day or week,
Printout in affidavit
format,

Complete traffic & billing
system option,
automatic by-pass,
optional preview switcher,
sequential system up-gradeable
to spot random decoder,
card accepts two codes.

Microtime Inc.

Yes

1V p-p
BNC input
and output

10 K ohm
unbalanced,
600 ohm balanced
audio follow video

N/A

TBC interface provided,
logging option available,
automatic fail safe for
loss of satellite to
external slate input

Monroe
Electronics

Yes

Integral AB
switching

Integral AB
switching,
600 ohms,
balanced

IV A

Data logger, external
printer, diagnostic
self-test mode,
remote override of
program source cues
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AUTOMATION = VIDEOMEDIA
The ONLY manufacturer of station automation equipment that puts it ALL together.
•Expandable
•Upgradable
•Frame Accurate Editing System
•Traffic and Billing

•Multi-Channel Operation
•Vidac (vertical interval spot
verification)
•Sales Tracking

"We're sold on the Videomedia VMC-200 Commercial Insertion system. The
reliability factor is tremendous. Each month we run 10,000 commercials and
our down time is practically nil. We looked at many other systems on the
market, Videomedia gave us dependability and flexibility. They listen to our
needs and designed the system to fit us.
Hey, I'm not getting paid to say this, if you want apersonal testimonial, call me at
MPTV Spot Sales, 408-372-7100."

ideornedia

Art Breyfogle
MPTV, Sales Manager

Prof esslonal Television Systems

211 Weddell Drive; Sunnyvale, CA 94089; (408) 745-1700
Reader Service Number 41

PRODUCT PROFILE

Commercial insertion gear
Company name

Model

Mode of
operation

Number of
channels

Number of
VTRs

Events/
entries

Tone
decoder

Nyson
803/882-0022

1C-4

ROS

2.3 or 4

1per
channel

Up to 120
per channel

DTMF

H.A. Solutec
5141522-8960

SOL-6800

Can mix VTR
formats, with 1
spot on 1cassette

Multichannel

8or more

250 events/
day/channel

DTMF

Strata Comm
Industries
800/5318092
800/642-2384

Ad-Vantage

ROS.
automatic
insertion

1

1

Up to 120

Programmable
DMFT, contact
closure

Telecommunication
Products Corp.
717/263-8258

NEXUS 1/
Administrator

Random access
to spot 30 second

2channels
per chassis

3per channel

255 per channel,
four 30-second
spots each

Built-in tones
(contact, closure
or manual)

Tele-Engineering Corp.
8001832-8353
800/832-TELE

AD-CUE 1000

Random access

Up to 100

Up to 2
per channel

200 per
channel

Digital with
AGC

Texscan MSI/
Compuvid Corp.
801/262-8475

CSR 94
ComSerter

Random access

16 channels per
headend: on practical
limit on number
of centrally
controlled headends

Up to 4
per channel

16 event lists
with 1000 events
each; total 16,000
programmable
events

DTMF, contact
closure subcarrier

Videomedia
408/745-1700

Q-Star II

Auto. manual,
external real-time
clock

Up to 255

18 per channel

500 events with
6levels of
user-programmable
sub-routines

N/A
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NYSON
MAKES IT POSSIBLE
On March 16th at the NCTA in Dallas, Texas,
the NYSON Company formally introauced
both the product and the system to allow virtually all cable TV operators of systems of 2,000
subscribers and up to realize what has been
called one of the last remaining profit centers.
The Product, field tested for 2years in MS0 systems for total quality assurance and performance. The System, designed by professionals to make commercial insertion a profitable
reality instead of a grim spectre of additional
equipment and massive frustration. With NYSON you can finally replace rhetoric with reality, and add a new profit center to your operation without massive capital expenditures.

Nyson
101-123 Bypass
Seneca, S.C. 29678
(803) 882-0022
Reader Service Number 42

PRODUCT PROFILF

Commercial insertion gear
Company name

Programmable
pre-roll

Video

Audio

Memory

Other
features

Nyson

Yes, network
specs

Inputs: 1V p-p
Peak white:
100 IRE

Inputs: screw
terminals, 2-cond.
w/shield, balanced
0dBm into
600 ohm
load level

Verifier

Complete ad avail
marketing training &
financing supplied
w/eguiprnent.

H.A. Solutec

Yes, from
3seconds
and up

Inputs: 12 max.
Outputs: 2of
75 ohms each

Inputs: 12 max.
Outputs: 2balanced
+4or +8dB,
600 ohms
w/transformer

32 K

Status monitoring,
real-time & multiprogrammed,
document database,
automatic logging, component
switching, VTR recording mode,
message ID, stereo compatible.

Strata Comm
Industries

5, 6& 8seconds.
plus fine
adjustment

1V p-p,
BNC connections, 75 ohm

TVRO input: 600
ohms balanced
VTR input: Hi Z
unbalanced
Output: 600
ohm balanced

Non-volatile
re-settable tape
run display

Override switch, manual
insert, automatic bypass &
reset, automatic return
to network, computer
interface, vertical interval
switching, upgradeable to
random access, 1/
2"& 3
/"
4
VTR compatible.

Telecommunication
Products Corp.

Yes

Input and output:
BNC type NTSC
standard video
format

Input: selectable
600 ohm balanced
or high impedance
unbalanced; output:
600 ohm balanced

32 K.
C-MOS.
RAM/ROM

3levels of commercial
verification, 5-hour
memory backup,
automatic bypass to
network in case of VTR
failure, vertical
interval switching

Tele-Engineering Corp.

Field selectable
pre-roll

N/A

Balanced, 600 ohm
with VCR level
adjustment

54 K of
user-allocatable
RAM. 12 K ROM,
can store 7days
of programming

Modular design, log
memory capable of
retaining 3,200 spots.
remote programming,
standby power supply,
vertical interval switching

Texscan MSI/
Compuvid Corp.

Yes

BNC connectors,
1.0 V p-p,
negative sync.
RS-170A
compatible with
switchable 75 ohm
terminators. 6
video inputs, 2
program channel
outputs.

OdBm, 600 ohm
stereo inputs,
single ended, with
AGC on satellite
and VCRs. Two
stereo single
ended low
impedance outputs.

64K RAM, 48K
EPROM solid state.
Critical data
interfaces to
floppy or Winchester
disk systems
for archive.

Selectable end-of-break
priorities; video sensing
log verification; automatic
VCR pre-roll time
averating; stereo audio
switching; CRT terminal
operation; optional traffic
and billing systems,
remote operation and
control of VCR playback.

Videomedia

Yes

2outputs,
in and out.
BNC, 10 x1,
option: 18 x1

AFV stereo.
600 ohm
balanced

Non-volatile,
option:
floppy disks

Upgradeable; single-coax
distributed intelligent
interfaces; traffic
control, log fail &
tracking database:
editing system interface;
commercial verification;
stereo audio; random access
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classifieds

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES/HELP WANTED

MEDIA
GENERAL
CAW,

"Leader in the
Placement of Cable
Television Professionals"

LINE TECHNICIANS
AND OTHER EXPERIENCED
CABLE SERVICETECHNICIANS—

Nationwide Service
JIM YOUNG &
ASSOCIATES

Fairfax county represents a quarter million homes in one of the wealthiest
counties in the country. Ideal opportunity for financial success and an enjoyable lifestyle near the nation's capitol. Are you ready for the challenge of a 120
channel system which has grown from 7,000 subscribers to 98,000 subscribers
and still growing! If so, send aresume to:

One Young Plaza
1235 Ranger Highway
Weatherford, TX 76086

Media General Cable of Fairfax
14650 Lee Road Chantilly, Va. 22021
or call, (703) 378-3912 to schedule an interview.

(800) 433-2160
(817) 599-7623

You will learn more with us in the next year than in three on your present job.
EOE

Bakedcott

ENTREPRENURIAL
INDIVIDUAL
Seeking individual with CATV management or engineering experience.
CED: 0401-01

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS

Er Co. EXECUTIVE SEARCH

1259 Route 46

Parsippany, NJ 07054

• Line & Distr. Amplifiers
• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear
• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates

201 263-3355

Specialists in the COMMUNICATIONS
INDUSTRY

HOW TO RESPOND TO A BLIND BOX
AD:
Box: CED (Box Number)
do CED MAGAZINE
P.O. Box 5208 TA
Denver, CO 80217

CABLE TV/BROADCAST

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

DIVISION

DIVISION

FEE PAID

CONTRACT INSTALLERS

EQUIPMENT WANTED

New and used top quality equipment
from dishes to headends to modulators
and converters to be sold. Please direct
inquiries to:
Lance Riley
854 Lumber Exchange Bldg.
10 So. 5th St.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55402
(612) 339-4333

HOUSE INSTALLERS
• APT. INSTALLERS
• TAP AUDITS

PERMA-CAST SYSTEMS
Headend Buildings

P.O. Box 1564
Appleton, WI 54913
phone (414) 582.7087

Precast concrete headend and earth
station structures. Secure, fire and vandal resistant, maintenance free. Same
day occupancy. Standard 10 x 10 and
customs designs available.
Specializing in
communications industries

NEMAL STOCKS:
•SPLITTERS •SWITCHES
•TRANSFORMERS
ADAPTERS •CONVERTERS

For information call Chris Miller
at 215-926-5336

Immediate Delivery"'

•TRUNK CABLE
•DROP CABLE •AMPLIFIERS
•SATELLITE CABLE

FOR SALE:
Several 4-Channel automatic commercial
inserters. Various network program configurations. Warranty & Service available.
Call T.A. Financial Services (803) 882-1800.

FOR SALE
JERROLD Starline 20 amps-220 MHz, 30
volt, 10 complete with spares.
Call (715)235-6837 for prices
Cablevision of Dunn County
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.)

VIDEO TECH SERVICES, Inc.
4505 D W ROSENCRANS AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CALIFORNIA 90250
211970 9012

"WE DONT TALK CABLE, WE KNOW CABLE"
PRINCIPALS DAVID ALLEN & JUDY BOUER

SMATV SYSTEM
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

,

All repairs unconditionally guaranteed.
For more information call collect

POSITIONS AVAILABLE AT ALL LEVELS OF
MANAGEMENT, COAST TO COAST
Call or write in CONFIDENCE

VideoTech
Service Inc.
...c.o.v• MAT /•CCTW

CABLE ENGINEER,
CHIEF TECHNICIAN AVAILABLE
Seeking permanent position with a solid
company needing an experienced cable
engineer. Offer over 19 years of Management, Headend, AML, Plant, Customer/
Construction, Rebuilds, Designs, etc. Willing to relocate. Salary negotiable.
Call Bill
(717) 662-7145 immediately.

Cell or write for
Cable Systems Pricing
WE EXPORT WORLDWIDE

NEMAL
ELECTRONICS, INC.
12240 WE, 1401 Ar•nue
North Miami, FL 33181
1305)893-3924

s.

ABLE,

CABLEDEX CARDS

LOW COST AD INSERTION
for Small Coble Systems
Now even the smallest cable operation can
profit from local ad insertion. Our DTMF controller/timer will automatically insert character gen
erator video or 35MM slides into satellite channels for only $325 per channel.
For more information, please contact:
Abiqua International P.O. Box 100
Silverton, Oregon 97381
Phone (503) 873-4181

CABLE
CONSTRUCTORS
INC. IRON MOUNTAIN, MICHIGAN

Peter Negrete
President

Claudette G. Galletch
C.E.O.

CFIBIE
WEIRLD

mir

CATV • MATV •Technical Repair
And Converter Specialists
28150 Ave. Crocker #218

Valencia. CA 91355

805-257-0466

TOM WOOD, JR, Accounts Mgr

RESOURCE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
NAPONWIDE RECYCLING SPECIALISTS

•
•
•
•
•

PLANNING
STRAND MAPPING
SYSTEM DESIGN
MAKE-READY
OVERHEAD/UNDERGROUND

•
•
•
•
•

TESTING
TURNKEY HEADEND
MATERIAL SUPPORT
FCC PROOF OF PERFORMANCE
MICROWAVEIITFS SYSTEM
PLANNING

14127 Langbourne
Houston, Texas 77077
(713) 493-5158
"Nationwide purchasers of scrap,
wreckout and clean coax."

If you are seeking a single source with the experience and resources to build alop
caliber cable system accurately and on schedule. Contact: Cable Constructors, Inc.,
105 Kent St., P.O. Box 190, Iron Mountain, MI. 49801, telephone (906) 774-6621.

CABLE SYSTEM
SURVEY CO.
MAPPING • DESIGN • AS-BUILTS
COMPLETE DRAFTING SERVICES

Planning aproject this year or next year?
Call us for more information.
17 Peddler's Row
Newark, DE 19702

Tom Tetreault
(302) 368-2436

CableDex Cards
A business card index
for the cable industry
List your company name and sales people in
CableVision and CED. Card size is 3-5/8" x21/4"
Call (303) 860-0111
for more information
P.O. Box 5208 T.A.
Denver, CO 80217

VOIL

I
T

Volt Information Sciences, Inc.

Voltelcon/CATV
1143 No. Hellman Ave.
Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 980-3558
(800? 248-VOLT (in CA)
• Strand Mapping • Drafting Services •
• Make-Ready Engineering • Design •
• As-Built Maps • Full Consulting
Services • Computer Records,
Design & Maintenance

Linnea Co., Inc.
Our competition may be light years
ahead but we work in today's marketplace.
Line Equipment Repair •Converter Repair

Field Strength Meter Repair

Route 2Box 45
Wrightstown, NJ 08562

(609)758-8227
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NCTA PRODUCTS

Signal level testing, boring
gear, measuring customer
service, new PC network. ..

Continued from page 54
verse, and steerable outboard planetary axles in the front and rear. Available options: a hydrostatic drive
trencher, six-way backfill blade and
spill guard, 80,000 or 110,000 lb. chain
with cupped teeth and ahydra-borer.
For more information, contact JI
Case, 414/636-6011.
Low-cost character generator
ICM Video unveiled the specs for its
CG-7000P character generator. The
color-capable unit can genlock to virtually any source, features very high
resolution, a crystal-controlled sync
generator, multiple fonts, character
and page information, program and
preview outputs, four-speed vertical
scroll, centering, flashing, drop
shadow and full editing capability.
Cost of the unit is $1995.
For more information, contact ICM
Video, 800/426-9825.
Measurement tool
The first computer-controlled signallevel testing system for broadband cable was released by Wavetek Indiana
Inc. Using conventional telephone
lines, the AutoBite tests and measures
signal levels, presence of modulation,
hum and other FCC-specification prerequisites at the headend, hub and LAN
translator. Any single parameter at a
specific test site may be selectively analyzed via the unit's main menu.
For more information, contact Wavetek Indiana Inc., 800/622-5515.
Accupunch 425 pin-points boring
New from Vibra King Inc. is the AccuPunch425. This 41/
4-inch soil-displacement hammer bores under roads, railways and lawns, incorporating a
spring load, reciprocating chisel head
assembly. By means of the adjustable
starting cradle, the direction of the
bore can be pin-pointed before boring
begins.
For more information, contact Vibra
King Inc., 507/387-6574.
Magnavox software, SPS, manual
Magnavox released new status monitoring software for its Digital System
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Sentry. The SOFT/DSS-1 software displays a map showing the location of
system faults up to 25 trunk/feeder
line configurations.
Also new from Magnavox is the
AP660-14MA standby power supply.
Consisting of a ferro-resonant regulator, abattery charger, inverter, transfer switch, line monitor and space for
three batteries, the unit is available in
either pole- or pedestal-mount versions.
The company also has released anew
technical manual on 440 MHz midsplit distribution system operation
and maintenance; a spec sheet on its
8000 series tap; and the 1986 mobile
training center brochure with seminar
locations and dates.
For more information, contact Magnavox CATV Systems Inc., 800/4485171.
Measuring customer service
Westinghouse Electric Corp. was
showing its CableTRAQ surveying
system, which measures cable system
performance in eight customer service
areas. CableTRAQ uses telephone surveys and typically costs $3,000 to
$5,000, the company says.
For more information, contact Westinghouse OnTRAQ, 412/374-7111.
Burnup & Sims protects power
Burnup & Sims Corp. introduced anew
line of power protection devices for
computer systems. The company is offering a free ITT Xtra personal computer with 256K RAM to all qualified
buyers.
For more information, contact Burnup & Sims, 800/551-3790.
Sytek unveils new PC net
Sytek has the contract to supply network adapter cards for the IBM PC
Network. But the company has announced its own adapter product and
gateway to network as many as 1,000
PCs over afive kilometer distance. The
6140 InterNetwork Bridge allows communication between IBM PCs and
IBM 3270 mainframes over Sytek's
broadband LAN systems. The 6120
Network Adapter Card is an upgrade
of the IBM interface, offering an in-

crease in throughput of 50 percent at
the session layer. Sytek is projecting
April delivery of the card. The gateway
should be out in the third quarter of
1986, the company says.
For more information, contact Sytek, 415/966-7400.
LanTel signs S-A vp
H. Raymond Eckman, formerly vice
president/operations at ScientificAtlanta, is the new president and CEO
of LanTel, aNorcross, Ga.-based company that designs and markets broadband coaxial cable networks. Eckman
was with S-A for 27 years, during
which time he held many key engineering and operations management roles.
He also was an S-A officer for 16 years.
MAP moves by Concord
Data Systems
Concord Data Systems, a leader in
broadband coaxial cable networks using the Manufacturing Automation
Protocol, announces successful testing
of its headend remodulator and Allen
Bradley modems. The company also
reports a successful test of carrierband interfacing between its interface
modules and Motorola token bus controllers.
The company also is promising June
1986 delivery of its 5 Mbps carrierband version and 10 Mbps broadband
version of its MAPserver/Plus interface modules. A 5 Mbps broadband
version is available now.
For more information contact Concord Data Systems, 617/890-1394.
C-COR PC net translator
C-COR Electronics has introduced a
translator that supports up to 1,000
nodes on an IBM PC Network. The
Model 5141 frequency translator is designed to compete with Sytek's 6050
translator at less cost. C-COR's unit is
priced at $1,090—considerably lower
than anything else on the market. The
unit is ready for immediate delivery
and features adjacent channel rejection and propagation time better than
the Sytek unit, according to Dick
Faulkner, marketing manager.
For more information, contact CCOR Electronics, 800/233-2267. al

PONNER KINGm

Proven Dependability!

AC Regulated Power Supplies

MODEL PS-60
60 VOLT REGULATED AC POWER SUPPLY
STANDARD FEATURES:
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]

— Time—Delay Relay.
— Timer.
— Low Noise Ferro-Resonant Transformer.
— Primary Input Circuit Protection.
— Output Circuit Protection.
— Modular Connections.

OTHER AVAILABLE
POWER SUPPLY MODELS ARE:
PS-60/30 (Selective Choice
60/30 Volt Power Suppiy.
PS-30 30 Volt Power Supply.

PS-60/30PE 0 Pedestal Mounted
(Selective Choice) 60/30 Volt
Power Supply, shown lt right.

YOU OIN'T AFFORD LESS!

Rms

ELECTRONICS, INC.

50 ANTIN PLACE, BRONX, N.Y., 10462- CALL COLLECT: (212) 892-1000 (New York State Only)
TOLL FREE: (800) 223-8312 (Continental U.S.A., Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands)
COPYRIGHT 1986 RMS ELECTRONICS, INC.

Reader Service Number 44

Simplify your
cable connection

...with Jerrold's V.C.U.
(
VCR CONTROL UNIT)

Jerrold's V.C.U. gives your subscribers added convenience in connecting and controlling their home
video entertainment equipment. Your subscribers
no longer need to use splitters and A/B switches
to interface their video equipment.

The user friendly design allows for subscriber
SELF-INSTALLATION and guarantees user satisfaction. The pleasant appearance of the V.C.U.
makes it awelcome addition to your subscribers
home video entertainment center.

Look at these important consumer features:
•LOW COST
•SWITCHABLE AMPLIFIER
•TWO CONVENIENCE OUTLETS
•LED DISPLAY
•EASY INSTALLATION
•2YEAR CONSUMER WARRANTY
•IMMEDIATE AVAILABILITY

Call our toll-free "Hot Line" 1(800)323-0436

MIMI®
COMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS: ANIXTER BROS., INC. 4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 (312) 677-2600 — Telex 289464
=' 1986 Anixter Bros., Inc.
Reader Service Number 45

